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Executive Summary

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
The primary objective of this preliminary engineering report is to develop a preliminary
design for the upgrade of the septage receiving station at Wailuku-Kahului Wastewater
Reclamation Facility (WWRF) based on existing information, field investigations,
projected loading, manufacturer’s information, and selected reference installations.
The Wailuku-Kahului WWRF was originally constructed in 1973. Since 1973 the WailukuKahului WWRF was expanded and upgraded. The latest major renovation was
completed in 2005. The septage receiving station was constructed in 2000; however, the
station was shut down in 2007 because of excessive maintenance efforts due to clogging.
The two primary issues with the existing septage receiving station are (1) highly
concentrated septage loads that generates a shock load, causing adverse effects to the
downstream processes, and (2) the type of septage, including plastics, rocks, gravel,
sticks, and grit that are difficult to remove.
Currently waste haulers discharge the septage at a sewer manhole near the Wailuku
Pump Station, located upstream of the Wailuku-Kahului WWRF. The manhole is in
proximity of the shoreline and is not a desirable location for septage waste disposal. The
current fee for private septage disposal is $102.50 per 1,000 gallons of waste discharged
to the County wastewater system.
The County of Maui (County) Wailuku-Kahului WWRF receives over two million gallons
of septage per year with an approximate average volume of 200,000 gallons per month
from private waste haulers and hauler trucks. Valley Isle Pumping hauls a majority of the
County of Maui septage, totaling approximately 70 percent of the septage volume with
higher concentrations of total solids. Valley Isle Pumping is considering constructing and
operating a private septage treatment facility. If constructed, the annual waste load will
be significantly reduced by 500,000 to 600,000 gallons. However, the development of
this private septage treatment facility has not begun.
Four septage receiving system alternatives were evaluated to provide adequate capacity,
improve reliability, and reduce operation and maintenance efforts and cost. The proposed
upgrade of the septage receiving facility was designed to accommodate discharge by
gravity flow. The influent concentration of four percent was used to estimate the flow
capacity of the septage receiving equipment. The minimum flow capacity of the septage
receiving equipment was 400 gallons per minute (gpm). The current average dry weather
flow and design dry weather flows were 4.7 million gallons per day (mgd) and 7.9 mgd,
respectively. Resulting in the allowable rate for the introduction of septage into plant flow
was approximately 25 to 30 gpm. Based on the 2013 maximum septage loading with a
maximum detention time of 48 hours a 50,000 gallon holding tank is proposed for the
upgrade of the septage receiving station. The preferred equipment selection includes the
septage receiving station manufactured by Lakeside, model Raptor Septage Acceptance
Plan 40 SAP. The cost analysis determined that the Lakeside Raptor Septage
Acceptance Plant had the lowest annualized present worth cost of $383,700.
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Modifications to the Wailuku Pump Station has decreased the maintenance efforts and
clogging caused from the discharge septage at the pump station. Additionally, the
construction of the Maui All Natural Alternative (MANA) renewable energy project
potentially conflicts with the proposed septage receiving station. It is still recommended
that the County provide the proposed septage receiving station because of the proximity
of the existing discharge manhole to the ocean. However, the County will need to
determine a new location for the proposed septage receiving station if the MANA project
is completed.

.
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Chapter 1
Introduction

CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION
1.1

GENERAL

1.1.1 Background on Wailuku-Kahului WWRF
The County of Maui, Department of Environmental Management, Wastewater
Reclamation Division (County) operates the Wailuku-Kahului Wastewater Reclamation
Facility (WWRF), which is located in central Maui, Hawaii, approximately one mile west
of the Kahului Airport. The location of Wailuku-Kahului WWRF is shown on Figure 1-1.
The design average dry weather flow for Wailuku-Kahului WWRF is 7.9 mgd. The current
average dry weather flow is approximately 4.7 mgd. The liquid stream processes at the
Wailuku-Kahului WWRF consist of screening, grit removal, activated sludge biological
treatment, effluent filtration and chlorination to produce R-2 recycled water. Effluent that
does not meet recycled water quality standards or is not reused or recycled within the
WWRF is disposed via injection wells. Biosolids (sludge) generated by the treatment
processes are aerobically digested, dewatered with centrifuges, and hauled offsite to a
composting facility.
The Wailuku-Kahului WWRF septage receiving station is located to the north of the
Headworks Building. Septage from the receiving station was previously pumped to the
headworks facility upstream of the screens. The septage receiving station was
constructed in 2000, but was shut down in 2007 due to excessive maintenance involving
removal of settled solids, and the adverse impacts of high organic shock loading on the
downstream treatment processes.
Septage is currently discharged in an upstream manhole near Wailuku Pump Station.
The Wailuku Pump Station was not designed to pump septage and requires daily flushing
to remove solids and grease.
1.1.2 Septage
Septage is waste that is pumped from cesspools, septic tanks, portable toilets or other
waste holding tanks, and hauled to another location for disposal or additional treatment.
Compared to raw wastewater from a conventional municipal sewer collection system,
septage is characterized as having high solids content, high organics, increased odors,
and significant levels of grease, hair, stringy material, grit and other extraneous debris.
The characteristics of septage may vary widely from load to load depending on the
source.
Septage on Maui is comprised of cesspool septage, septic tank septage, aerobic system
wastes, portable toilet wastes, wastewater from lift stations and commercial vessels, and
water from cleaning operations. Septage hauling is provided by private waste haulers.
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Septage requires proper planning and engineering for effective handling, treatment and
disposal. Septage may represent a shock loading or have other adverse impacts on the
downstream treatment processes, equipment and effluent quality.
1.1.3 County of Maui Regulations
The requirements for septage waste handling and disposal are detailed in the Maui
County Code, Chapter 14.21A, General Pretreatment Regulations. The regulations
include:


Requirements for wastewater hauler permits.



Current discharge standards and prohibited discharges.



Provisions for permit issuance.



Requirements for recordkeeping.



Penalties for permit violations.

Waste haulers are required to obtain wastewater discharge permits from the County,
which are issued for a period of one year. Septage waste must only be discharged at
locations and times designated by the County. Waste haulers must maintain waste
manifest forms for each septage load. The waste manifest form must include the following
information:


Name and address of waste hauler.



Permit number.



Truck identification.



Driver identification.



Names and addresses of waste sources.



Waste volumes.



Waste characteristics.



Waste destination.

The waste manifest forms are submitted to the County for billing purposes. The septage
disposal fees are indicated in the annual County budget. The current fee for private
septage disposal is $102.50 per 1,000 gallons of waste discharged to the County
wastewater system.
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1.2

OBJECTIVES AND SCOPE OF WORK

The primary objective of this engineering report is to develop a preliminary design for the
upgrade of the septage receiving station at Wailuku-Kahului WWRF. Specific tasks to
meet this objective included the following:

1.3



Review existing information including record drawings, septage waste data,
previous reports and other pertinent information.



Conduct field investigations at Wailuku-Kahului WWRF.



Analyze current septage loading at Wailuku-Kahului WWRF.



Review manufacturer’s information for septage receiving equipment.



Contact and interview selected reference installations for septage receiving
equipment for each manufacturer.



Evaluate alternatives for upgrading the septage receiving station, including type of
processes, layout and type of equipment.



Develop preliminary design criteria, conceptual facility layouts and equipment
recommendations.



Develop and evaluate estimated budgetary construction costs, and operation and
maintenance costs.
ORGANIZATION OF REPORT

The remaining chapters of this report are organized as follows:
Chapter 2

Description of Existing Septage Receiving Facilities

Chapter 3

Septage Quantities and Characteristics

Chapter 4

Septage Receiving Station Capacity and Design Considerations

Chapter 5

Evaluation of Septage Receiving System Alternatives

Chapter 6

Recommended Septage Receiving Station Improvements

Chapter 2 includes an overview of the existing septage receiving facilities at
Wailuku-Kahului WWRF. Chapter 3 summarizes the field investigations and data
collection and includes a development of the septage quantities and characteristics for
Maui. Chapter 4 summarizes upgrade objectives and provides design criteria for the
proposed septage receiving station. Chapter 5 includes an evaluation of the alternatives
for the upgrade of the septage receiving station. Chapter 6 includes the proposed
conceptual design for the upgrade of the septage receiving station.
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Chapter 2
Description of Existing Septage Receiving Facilities

CHAPTER 2
DESCRIPTION OF EXISTING SEPTAGE RECEIVING FACILITIES
2.1

GENERAL

This chapter describes the existing septage receiving station at Wailuku-Kahului WWRF
and the County’s current septage receiving operations.
2.2

EXISTING SEPTAGE RECEIVING STATION

The Wailuku-Kahului WWRF septage receiving station is located on the west end of the
plant, north of the Headworks Building. A site plan of Wailuku-Kahului WWRF is shown
on Figure 2-1. The existing septage receiving station consists of an unloading area, and
a reinforced concrete tank with pumps, aeration piping and chlorine solution piping. A
site plan of the Wailuku-Kahului WWRF septage receiving station is shown on Figure 2-2.
The unloading area includes a 30-foot long, 2-foot wide, sloped concrete trench with metal
grating. Waste haulers previously discharged septage into the trench by removing a
section of grating. The trench discharges to a 6-foot long by 2-foot wide by 2-foot deep
concrete influent box with a manually cleaned coarse bar screen. The coarse bar screen
has 3/8-inch thick, 2-inch wide bars spaced at 2 inches on-center. The concrete influent
box has an 18-inch diameter opening that discharges the septage to an 18,000-gallon
reinforced concrete tank.
The reinforced concrete tank has a length and width of 18 feet and depth of approximately
11 feet. Sloped concrete fill at the bottom of the tank directs septage to a 6-foot long by
4-foot wide by 2-foot deep sump. Two submersible pumps and aeration piping are located
in the sump. Chlorine solution piping is mounted near the top of the tank on the inside
perimeter of the tank.
Submersible pumps convey septage to the influent channel upstream of the screens at
the headworks facility via a 4-inch force main. Access hatches and a 12-inch PVC vent
are located on the top slab of the concrete tank. County personnel indicated that a portion
of the existing force main, chlorine solution piping and aeration piping were removed
during a project involving tsunami protection improvements.
The septage receiving station was taken out of service in 2007 due to the excessive
operation and maintenance effort related to the highly concentrated septage loads, and
the type and amount of solids that were discharged to the station. The problems with the
existing septage receiving station were two-fold:


The waste haulers discharged highly concentrated septage, which generated a
shock load, and caused adverse effects on the downstream treatment processes.
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2.3

The septage included plastics, rocks, gravel, sticks and grit, which were difficult to
remove. Furthermore, rocks and gravel that were not removed by the screens
caused damage to the pumping equipment and force main piping.
CURRENT SEPTAGE RECEIVING OPERATIONS

Waste haulers are currently directed to discharge the septage at a manhole near Wailuku
Pump Station located upstream of Wailuku-Kahului WWRF. The manhole is located near
the shoreline, which is not a desirable location for the discharge septage waste. Waste
overflows or leakages have a higher potential to contaminate the ocean and threaten
human health and the environment.
The waste haulers log the date, time, generator name, type of waste hauled and volume
on the waste manifest forms. The waste hauler estimates the volume of septage
discharged based on the hauler truck capacity. The disposal fee is calculated based on
the estimated number of gallons discharged and a rate of $102.50 per 1,000 gallons
discharged to the County wastewater system.
Maintenance at the Wailuku Pump Station has increased significantly because solids in
the septage have caused clogging problems. County personnel backflush the pumps
daily at the Wailuku Pump Station by manually opening check valves and reversing the
low.
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Chapter 3
Septage Quantities and Characteristics

CHAPTER 3
SEPTAGE QUANTITIES AND CHARACTERISTICS
3.1

GENERAL

This chapter includes an overview of field investigations and data collection, and the
development of septage waste quantities and characteristics.
3.2

FIELD INVESTIGATIONS AND DATA COLLECTION

Field investigations were conducted to assess the existing condition of the septage
receiving station. Field investigations were conducted on 03 October 2013 at
Wailuku-Kahului WWRF. Field investigations at Wailuku-Kahului WWRF involved visual
observations and interviews with operations personnel. Copies of record drawings were
also obtained.
Data collection was conducted to estimate septage quantity and to characterize septage
by type. The following were obtained from the County:


Monthly waste hauler discharge data from July 2007 through December 2013.



Daily discharge data for Valley Isle Pumping from January 2013 through December
2013.



List of permitted waste haulers.

The monthly waste hauler discharge data, 2013 daily discharge data for Valley Isle
Pumping, and waste hauler list are included as Appendix A1. The waste hauler data
includes the total volume of septage discharged by each waste hauler. Valley Isle
Pumping hauls the majority of the County’s septage volume.
In addition to the data collected from the County, the permitted waste haulers were
contacted and interviewed to obtain additional information regarding septage volumes,
type of waste hauled and truck discharge configuration. The current permitted waste the
following information was obtained:


Confirmation that the hauler currently discharges waste to the County wastewater
system at the designated manhole.



Type of waste that is hauled.



Number and capacity of trucks.



Average number of loads per day.



Average volume of waste per day.



Largest volume of waste in a day.



Time required to discharge waste.
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Type of truck hose discharge connection.



Availability of a discharge pump to pump out truck contents.

During a telephone conference on 15 September 2014, Valley Isle Pumping
representative indicated that they are planning to construct a new treatment facility,
including a solids handling facility, to receive and treat the septage waste that is pumped
from Valley Isle Pumping’s customers. Valley Isle Pumping indicated that Suck ‘Em Up
Pumping also intends to discharge their pumped septage waste to the proposed Valley
Isle Pumping treatment facility. The anticipated completion date of the construction of the
new treatment facility is not clear, but they are currently in the process of purchasing land
in Central Maui.
3.3

SEPTAGE QUANTITIES

The County receives over two million gallons of septage per year with an average volume
of approximately 200,000 gallons per month. Monthly septage hauler discharge volumes
between July 2007 and December 2013 are summarized in Table 3-1. A graph of the
monthly volumes is shown on Figure 3-1.
The annual total volume of septage discharged decreased from approximately 3.8 million
gallons in 2008 to 2.4 million gallons in 2011. The monthly average septage volume
decreased from approximately 314,000 gallons in 2008 to 196,000 gallons in 2011. The
septage discharge volume appeared to remain relatively steady between 2011 and 2013.
In 2013, the County received a total of approximately 2.3 million gallons of septage with
an average monthly volume of approximately 198,000 gallons.
There are close to 20 permitted waste haulers. The permitted waste haulers and
discharge volumes for 2013 are summarized in Table 3-2. A graph of the annual
discharge volumes by waste hauler is shown on Figure 3-2. There are approximately 40
permitted waste hauler trucks with truck capacities ranging from 50 gallons to 3,600
gallons.
Valley Isle Pumping contributes approximately 70 percent of the septage volume to the
County wastewater system. Based on a statistical analysis of the daily Valley Isle
Pumping discharge data for 2013, the average annual, maximum month and maximum
week discharge volumes are as follows:


Average Annual Discharge Volume = 5,300 gallons per day



Maximum Month Discharge Volume = 13,500 gallons per day



Maximum Week Discharge Volume = 21,500 gallons per day

Additional information regarding the statistical analysis is included in Appendix A2. The
maximum volume discharged in one day by Valley Isle Pumping in 2013 was
approximately 41,000 gallons. The estimated maximum discharge in one day for all
waste haulers is 50,000 gallons.
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Table 3-1
Monthly Septage Hauler Discharge Volumes (gallons) for July 2007 to December 2013
2007
See Note 1

2008

2009

2010

2011

2012
See Note 2

2013

January

--

345,342

321,806

199,335

216,640

190,665

165,120

February

--

327,267

300,869

225,435

188,225

168,390

165,755

March

--

303,042

281,945

279,265

174,040

208,890

210,560

April

--

326,582

314,538

218,980

220,804

173,580

169,720

May

--

307,107

209,775

249,045

198,995

199,515

162,940

June

--

247,327

291,961

209,495

276,600

194,193

177,695

July

323,508

380,835

297,490

275,915

209,765

202,185

174,530

August

311,923

328,928

239,970

154,560

185,255

171,810

208,934

September

289,283

306,243

219,970

185,755

167,310

184,080

196,510

October

304,683

316,888

231,188

156,280

177,830

166,271

230,531

November

286,648

310,290

196,950

191,392

181,325

116,130

231,148

December

316,603

267,945

179,005

195,316

159,835

--

277,335

1,832,648

3,767,796

3,085,467

2,540,773

2,356,624

1,975,709

2,370,778

Average

305,450

313,990

257,130

211,740

196,390

179,610

197,570

Minimum

286,648

247,327

179,005

154,560

159,835

116,130

162,940

Maximum

323,508

380,835

321,806

279,265

276,600

208,890

277,335

Month

Total

Reference: “Hauler Discharge Gallons” data from County of Maui, Department of Environmental Management, Wastewater Reclamation Division.
Notes:
1. Septage hauler discharge data for January 2007 to June 2007 was not available.
2. Septage hauler discharge data for December 2012 was not available.
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July 2007
August 2007
September 2007
October 2007
November 2007
December 2007
January 2008
February 2008
March 2008
April 2008
May 2008
June 2008
July 2008
August 2008
September 2008
October 2008
November 2008
December 2008
January 2009
February 2009
March 2009
April 2009
May 2009
June 2009
July 2009
August 2009
September 2009
October 2009
November 2009
December 2009
January 2010
February 2010
March 2010
April 2010
May 2010
June 2010
July 2010
August 2010
September 2010
October 2010
November 2010
December 2010
January 2011
February 2011
March 2011
April 2011
May 2011
June 2011
July 2011
August 2011
September 2011
October 2011
November 2011
December 2011
January 2012
February 2012
March 2012
April 2012
May 2012
June 2012
July 2012
August 2012
September 2012
October 2012
November 2012
December 2012
January 2013
February 2013
March 2013
April 2013
May 2013
June 2013
July 2013
August 2013
September 2013
October 2013
November 2013
December 2013

Volume of Septage Discharged, Gallons
400,000

350,000

300,000

250,000

200,000

150,000

100,000

50,000

Date

WAILUKU-KAHULUI WWRF SEPTAGE
RECEIVING STATION REHABILITATION PER

COUNTY OF MAUI, HAWAII

MONTHLY SEPTAGE HAULER DISCHARGE
VOLUMES FOR JULY 2007 TO DECEMBER 2013

FIGURE
3-1

Table 3-2
Septage Haulers and Discharge Volumes for Year 2013
Volume Discharged,
Gallons

Percentage of
Total Volume

1,715,355

72%

6

2200(2), 3000(4)

Lift stations, cesspools, septic
tanks, aeration systems

Suck ‘Em Up Pumping

159,200

7%

5

750, 1500, 3400(3)

Cesspools, septic tanks

Rainbow Rentals

120,000

5%

4

600, 700, 800(2)

Portable toilets

Service Rentals

95,279

4%

2

500, 700

Portable toilets

Akamai Pumping Service

93,873

4%

4

500(2), 700, 2300

Cesspools, septic tanks,
portable toilets

Pacific Portable

81,100

3%

4

200, 300, 400(2)

Portable toilets

Hawaii Express Moving & Storage

65,656

3%

3

200, 250, 300

Portable toilets

B. Sales Trucking & Excavation

12,505

1%

2

2250, 3600

Cesspools, septic tanks

Others, See Note 1

27,770

1%

8

300(2), 1400

Cesspools, septic tanks, carpet
cleaning water, portable toilets

2,370,738

100%

38

Hauler
Valley Isle Pumping

Total

Number
of Trucks

Truck Capacities,
Gallons

--

Type of Septage Hauled

--

Note:
1. Includes Haleakala National Park, Jacks Carpet, Lanai Waste Removal, Paradise Lua, and Pacific Whale Foundation. The number of trucks was not available for Lanai Waste
Removal. Truck capacities were not available for Jacks Carpet and Lanai Waste Removal.
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4,000,000

Volume of Septage Discharged, gallons
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2,000,000

1,500,000

1,000,000

500,000

0
2008
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Year
Valley Isle Pumping

Suck Em Up Pumping

Others

Note:
1. Septage hauler discharge data for December 2012 was not available.
WAILUKU-KAHULUI WWRF SEPTAGE
RECEIVING STATION REHABILITATION PER
COUNTY OF MAUI, HAWAII

DISCHARGE VOLUMES BY SEPTAGE HAULER
FOR YEAR 2008 THROUGH YEAR 2013

FIGURE
3-2

If Valley Isle Pumping is successful with the construction and operation of a private
septage treatment facility, the septage waste load to the County septage receiving station
will be significantly reduced. The total annual septage volume is projected to be reduced
to approximately 500,000 to 600,000 gallons, with an average volume of approximately
40,000 to 50,000 gallons per month.
3.4

SEPTAGE CHARACTERISTICS

Maui’s septage was categorized into five general categories:


Sewage waste from lift stations;



Septic tank septage and aerobic system waste;



Portable toilet waste;



Cesspool septage; and



Other wastes.

Approximately 70 percent of the current septage is comprised of sewage from lift stations,
septic tank septage and aerobic system wastes. If Valley Isle Pumping and Suck ‘Em Up
Pumping diverts their discharges to a private treatment facility, approximately 80 percent
of the septage is projected to be comprised of portable toilet waste. The total estimated
discharge volumes by septage category from January 2013 through December 2013 are
summarized in Table 3-3, along with the estimated volume without the two major haulers.
A more detailed discussion of each septage category is included in the following sections.
3.4.1 Sewage Waste
Sewage waste includes waste primarily from lift stations. The majority of the lift stations
serve condominiums, vacation rentals, residential neighborhoods, resorts and hotels, golf
courses, hospitals, shops and restaurants. Other sources include parks, boat ramps, car
washes, correctional center and a treatment plant. The lift stations discharge to private
treatment facilities or private residential systems that are not connected to the County
wastewater system. The top layer of accumulated floatable solids and scum are removed
during routine lift station cleaning operations that is conducted 75 percent of the time.
The entire contents of the lift station are pumped out during the remaining 25 percent of
the time. It was assumed that the sewage waste would be similar to high strength
domestic wastewater. Typical design characteristics for high strength domestic
wastewater are summarized as follows:


Total Solids = 1,230 milligrams per liter



Total Suspended Solids = 400 milligrams per liter



Volatile Suspended Solids = 315 milligrams per liter



5-day Biochemical Oxygen Demand = 350 milligrams per liter



Oil and Grease = 100 mg/l
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Table 3-3
Septage Type by Volume for Year 2013

Septage Category, See Note 1

Discharge Volume for All
Haulers
Gallons

Discharge Volume Without
Valley Isle Pumping and
Suck ‘Em Up Pumping

Percent

Gallons

Percent

Sewage, See Note 2

872,023

37%

23,468

5%

Septic Tanks and Aerobic Systems

730,221

31%

36,971

7%

Portable Toilets

385,503

16%

385,503

78%

Cesspools

322,811

14%

36,971

7%

Other, See Note 3

60,180

2%

13,270

3%

Total, See Note 4

2,370,738

100%

496,183

100%

Reference: “Discharge Volume” data from County of Maui, Department of Environmental Management, Wastewater
Reclamation Division.
Notes:
1. Septage waste categories based on discussion with waste haulers.
2. Scum, solids and wastewater from lift stations serving residential and commercial customers.
3. Includes sludge, marine waste, wastewater and water from cleaning operations.
4. Total discharge volume does not match 2013 total discharge volume from County of Maui data. The difference
appears to be due to a discrepancy in volume between the volume reported on the County of Maui Waste
Manifest Form for Valley Isle Pumping for May 2013 and the volume indicated in the Valley Isle Pumping May
2013 data from the County of Maui.
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3.4.2 Septic Tank Septage and Aerobic System Waste
A septic tank system is a two component system with one component for treatment and
a second component for disposal. The septic tank is the treatment component where
scum and solids are separated from the wastewater providing a degree of treatment
similar to a primary treatment process. The sludge and scum are retained within the tank.
The partially clarified liquid flows to the disposal component comprised of a leaching field,
seepage pit or other effluent disposal system.
Solids retained within the septic tank are anaerobically digested, stabilizing and reducing
the solids volume. Solids accumulation eventually reaches a point where pumping is
required to prevent solids carryover and clogging of the disposal system. The mixture of
partially digested solids and wastewater removed from the septic tank comprise of septic
tank septage.
Septic tank septage is generally described as a highly variable anaerobic slurry containing
large quantities of grit and scum, high solids and organic content, and often an
accumulation of heavy metals. The septage is also characterized by a highly offensive
odor, the ability to foam, and poor settling and dewatering characteristics. Characteristics
are highly variable due to local climatic conditions and local waste generation practices.
Therefore, data on local septage characteristics are considered desirable for design of
septage handling and treatment facilities. However, where such data are not available,
typical design characteristics for septic tank septage are summarized as follows:


Total Solids = 40,000 milligrams per liter



Total Suspended Solids = 15,000 milligrams per liter



Volatile Suspended Solids = 10,000 milligrams per liter



5-day Biochemical Oxygen Demand = 7,000 milligrams per liter



Oil and Grease = 8,000 milligrams per liter

Septic tanks are used to remove settable solids from wastewater prior to being discharged
to a leach field or other similar effluent disposal system. Septic tank waste also includes
grease, oil and other floatable solids. Septic tanks serve residential and commercial
clients that are not connected to the County sewer system. Aerobic systems are
individual wastewater treatment systems that are similar to septic tank systems, except
that aerobic systems utilize aeration to provide activated sludge biological treatment.
Aerobic systems primarily service residential and commercial clients located near the
shoreline.
Septic tank septage characteristics can be highly variable depending on the detention
time. The high concentration in septic tanks is typically attributed to the design of septic
tanks and the cleaning frequency. Typically, septic tanks are pumped every two to six
years (WEF, 1997). Pumping less frequently typically results in greater solids
accumulation, and higher septage concentrations. Valley Isle Pumping indicated that
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many of their large clients utilize septic tanks. Based on Valley Isle Pumping’s septage
data, it appears septic tanks could be pumped several times per year. Therefore, septic
tank septage on Maui may have solids concentrations less than 40,000 mg/L.
3.4.3 Portable Toilet Waste
A portable toilet is a non-water-carriage toilet in which fecal matter is discharged into a
tank containing a deodorizing chemical solution. The chemical solution also contains
compounds to inhibit biological decomposition. The chemical solutions used in portable
toilets generally contain a formaldehyde based chemical to neutralize odors. The
formaldehyde based chemical interferes with the bacteria in portable toilets that release
odorous gas when breaking down the waste. On Maui, portable toilets are typically used
at construction sites, areas where permanent facilities are not adequate for a short term
special event, and areas where permanent facilities are not available.
The capacity of a typical unit is approximately 60 gallons. A study of septage facilities on
Oahu indicated the following typical characteristics for potable toilet waste (HPE, 1992):


Total Suspended Solids = 5,300 milligrams per liter



Volatile Suspended Solids = 4,700 milligrams per liter



5-day Biochemical Oxygen Demand = 2,800 milligrams per liter



Oil and Grease = 560 milligrams per liter

3.4.4 Cesspool Septage
A cesspool is a buried cylindrical structure or pit that is used for wastewater treatment
and disposal. Scum and solids accumulate at the top and bottom of the pit while partially
clarified liquid seeps through wall openings. Cesspools were used on Maui prior to 1991
for wastewater disposal in areas with no municipal sewer service. The State of Hawaii
Department of Health required the use of septic systems after 1991. Typical cesspools
are 6 to 8 feet in diameter and have a depth ranging from 10 to 20 feet. Cesspools on
Maui vary in shape and size. Depending on the location, the cesspools may only be 10
to 12 feet deep, resulting in a reduced capacity compared to typical cesspools.
Cesspool septage typically exhibits variable characteristics with high solids and organic
content. Properly operating cesspools require pump out less frequently compared to
septic tanks, approximately every two to ten years (WEF, 1997).
The location at which the cesspool is pumped could have a substantial effect of the waste
characteristics. Cesspool septage taken within or near the bottom sludge layer would be
expected to have a very high solids and organic content, similar to septic tank septage.
Septage pumped from the liquid portion between the upper scum layer and the lower
sludge layer would be expected to have a lower solids and organic concentration, similar
to domestic wastewater.
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For a properly operating cesspool, pumping would be required very infrequently,
approximately in the range of once every 50 years. However, failure of a cesspool, as
indicated by backup of sewers or diminished capacity to drain sewage, can occur due to
high groundwater levels, poor soil conditions, and clogging of sidewall openings by solids
deposition of microorganism growths. Failure of a cesspool generally requires pumping
to remove accumulated waste liquids and solids. High pressure washing or chemical
additives are sometimes used to remove solids, grease or growths from the sidewalls.
A study of septage facilities on Oahu indicated the following typical characteristics for
cesspool septage (HPE, 1992):


Total Suspended Solids = 2,000 milligrams per liter



Volatile Suspended Solids = 700 milligrams per liter



5-day Biochemical Oxygen Demand = 800 milligrams per liter



Oil and Grease = 10 milligrams per liter

A study of septage facilities on Oahu indicated a typical cesspool septage concentration
of 2,000 mg/l total suspended solids (HPE, 1992). However, the data for the samples
collected for the Oahu septage study indicated that septage collected from the bottom of
the cesspool could have a total solids and BOD concentration as high as 72,000 mg/l and
38,000 mg/l, respectively.
3.4.5 Other Wastes
Other waste comprised 2 percent of septage and includes water from cleaning operations,
sludge, carpet cleaning water, and wastewater from sumps.
3.5

SUMMARY

Evaluation of septage data indicated the following:


The County receives over 2 million gallons of septage per year with an average
volume of approximately 200,000 gallons per month.



There are approximately 20 permitted waste haulers.



There are approximately 40 permitted waste hauler trucks with truck capacities
ranging from 50 gallons to 3,600 gallons.



Valley Isle Pumping and Suck ‘Em Up Pumping contribute approximately 80
percent of the septage volume to the County wastewater system.



The maximum volume discharged in one day by Valley Isle Pumping in 2013 was
approximately 41,000 gallons.

Not all hauler trucks are equipped with a discharge pump to pump out the truck contents
to a septage receiving facility. The septage receiving facility will need to be designed to
accommodate discharge from the hauler trucks by gravity flow.
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Chapter 4
Septage Receiving Station Capacity and Design
Considerations

CHAPTER 4
SEPTAGE RECEIVING STATION CAPACITY AND
DESIGN CONSIDERATIONS
4.1

GENERAL

This chapter includes a summary of objectives and design considerations for the upgrade
of the existing septage receiving station at Wailuku-Kahului WWRF.
4.2

SEPTAGE RECEIVING STATION UPGRADE OBJECTIVES

The primary objectives for the preliminary design of the septage receiving station are
listed below:

4.3



Allow waste haulers to discharge septage in a reasonable time.



Minimize adverse effects and reduce shock loading on downstream treatment
processes.



Remove large objects, inorganic solids, and other debris to minimize adverse
impacts on downstream treatment equipment and piping.



Provide automated flow metering and recording of discharged septage to use for
data management and billing purposes.



Minimize odors.



Provide reliable service with minimal maintenance.



Minimize safety hazards for waste haulers and plant personnel.



Provide a secured facility with controlled access to the septage receiving station.
SEPTAGE RECEIVING STATION CAPACITY

The capacity of the septage receiving station depends on influent solids concentration,
equipment flow capacity and septage holding tank volume.
4.3.1 Influent Solids Concentration
Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) recommends a design total solids concentration
of 40,000 mg/l for septage receiving facilities. Based on the characterization of septage
received by the County, the EPA recommended design concentration of 40,000 mg/l was
considered conservative and selected as the design solids concentration for septage
receiving equipment.
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4.3.2 Flow Capacity
Septage receiving equipment flow capacity is used to estimate the time needed to
discharge septage. Water Environment Federation (WEF) recommends a period of less
than 10 to 15 minutes, including time for connection, discharge and cleanup (WEF, 1997).
Septage receiving equipment flow capacities depend on the influent solids concentration.
Septage receiving equipment typically allows septage haulers to connect via a quick
disconnect assembly. County waste haulers indicated that their vehicles are equipped
with a quick disconnect fitting. A list of County waste haulers indicated that the largest
waste hauler truck has a capacity of approximately 4,000 gallons. To achieve a
reasonable unloading time of 10 to 15 minutes, a minimum flow capacity of 400 gpm
would be required. However, actual unloading time depends on the flow capacity of the
septage receiving equipment and the characteristics of the septage. Septage receiving
equipment manufacturers indicated that equipment capacities decrease as solids
concentration increases. Several manufacturers offer septage receiving equipment with
capacities of 400 gpm at a 4 percent solids concentration.
4.3.3 Septage Holding Tank Volume
EPA recommends providing a septage holding tank to minimize shock loading on
downstream treatment processes. A holding tank has the ability to provide flow
equalization and allows septage to be introduced into the liquid treatment process at a
controlled rate. Septage holding tank volumes are typically estimated based on maximum
daily septage loading and detention time.
WEF recommends a minimum holding tank storage capacity based on an expected
maximum daily septage volume (WEF, 1998). A maximum detention time of less than 48
hours is recommended. Based on 2013 Valley Isle Pumping discharge data, the
maximum daily discharge volume was 41,000 gallons. A septage holding tank volume of
50,000 gallons was estimated to be adequate to accommodate Valley Isle Pumping’s
maximum daily discharge volume and septage discharged by other County waste
haulers. WEF recommends two septage holding tanks to allow for tank maintenance
(WEF, 1997).
EPA literature includes a chart to estimate the allowable rate of septage addition to plant
flow assuming a septage holding tank is provided and septage is introduced to the plant
flow at a steady rate. The chart considers the current loadings to the wastewater
treatment plant in comparison to its design loading. In addition, the chart indicates that
activated sludge processes without primary treatment are less forgiving toward septage
addition than activated sludge processes with primary treatment. The chart for allowable
rate of septage addition is shown on Figure 4-1.
The Wailuku-Kahului WWRF does not have primary treatment. Based on a current
average dry weather flow of approximately 4.7 mgd and a design average dry weather
flow of 7.9 mgd, the ratio of current loading to design loading is approximately 0.6. Using
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the chart shown on Figure 4-1, the allowable rate for introducing septage into plant flow
is approximately 0.5 percent of the design flow, which is approximately 25 to 30 gpm.
4.4

SUMMARY OF DESIGN CONSIDERATIONS

The following is a summary of the design considerations for the upgrade of the septage
receiving station at Wailuku-Kahului WWRF:


An influent solids concentration of four percent should be used as the design
concentration for septage receiving equipment.



The design solids concentration should be used to estimate flow capacity of
septage receiving equipment.



Maximum hauler unloading time should be limited to 10 to 15 minutes. Based on
the volume of the largest waste hauler truck, septage receiving equipment should
provide a minimum flow capacity of 400 gpm.



The volume of the septage holding tank should provide a detention time less than
48 hours.



Based on 2013 maximum daily septage loading, a 50,000 gallon holding tank is
proposed for the septage receiving station.



The estimated allowable septage feed rate into the liquid treatment process is
approximately 25 to 30 gpm.
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WAILUKU-KAHULUI WWRF SEPTAGE
RECEIVING STATION REHABILITATION PER
COUNTY OF MAUI, HAWAII

EPA GUIDE CHART OF ALLOWABLE SEPTAGE
LOADINGS TO A SEWAGE TREATMENT PLANT

FIGURE
4-1

Chapter 5
Evaluation of Septage Receiving System Alternatives

CHAPTER 5
EVALUATION OF SEPTAGE RECEIVING SYSTEM ALTERNATIVES
5.1 GENERAL
The primary purpose of septage receiving systems are to pre-treat the waste pumped
from septic tanks, cesspools, portable toilets or other waste-holding tanks prior to
introduction into wastewater treatment plant processes. Septage receiving systems have
the capability to remove solids, including rags, rocks, plastics and sticks, to reduce the
potential for damage to downstream equipment. This chapter discusses the septage
receiving system components, and presents the evaluation process and criteria of the
septage receiving system alternatives currently available and evaluates equipment from
four manufactures.
5.2 SEPTAGE RECEIVING SYSTEM COMPONENTS
Septage receiving systems typically include a septage receiving tank, control panel, inlet
control valve, screens and screenings discharge chute. Optional equipment includes
external rock traps and hauler metering and control systems. Components for septage
receiving systems vary by manufacturer. External rock traps are recommended for
facilities that accept waste containing rocks or other heavy debris. Hauler metering and
control systems include an access card system and magnetic flow meter to identify
haulers and measure septage for billing purposes.
Septage haulers typically discharge waste to septage receiving systems by connecting a
hose to inlet piping with 3-inch, 4-inch or 6-inch quick disconnect couplings. When rock
traps and hauler metering and control systems are provided, septage passes through a
magnetic flow meter, rock trap and inlet control valve prior to entering a septage receiving
tank. Inlet control valves reduce the potential for unauthorized haulers to discharge to
the septage receiving system and provide a safety mechanism to stop septage from being
discharged when there are high liquid levels in the septage receiving tank. A screen
located in the septage receiving tank captures solids. An auger transports solids to a
compaction zone for dewatering. Dewatered screenings are discharged through a chute
to a solids collection container.
Septage receiving systems typically use wash water to clean the rock trap, septage
receiving tank, screens, transport tube and compaction zone to release organics back
into the liquid stream. Components that are cleaned with wash water and wash water
cleaning cycles varies by manufacturer.
The County indicated that rocks and heavy solids were concerns at the Wailuku-Kahului
WWRF septage receiving station prior to its shutdown. The County also expressed
interest in metering septage flow and billing septage haulers. Therefore, the septage
receiving system alternatives include the capability to remove rocks and provide hauler
metering and control systems.
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5.3 EVALUATION PROCESS AND CRITERIA
5.3.1 Overview
The four selected septage receiving systems evaluated are:


Alternative 1 – Lakeside



Alternative 2 – JWC Environmental



Alternative 3 – Parkson



Alternative 4 – Enviro-Care

Lakeside, JWC Environmental and Parkson were considered the leading manufacturers
in the industry for septage receiving systems. In 2012, Enviro-Care released a septage
receiving system in Europe that has the potential to remove rocks and other heavy solids
without requiring a rock trap. Enviro-Care was evaluated as a fourth septage receiving
system alternative based on their potential to reduce maintenance associated with
emptying the rock trap.
The septage receiving systems selected were estimated to have a minimum septage flow
capacity of 400 gpm at a 4 percent solids concentration to provide a reasonable unloading
time of 10 to 15 minutes for the County’s largest waste hauler vehicle. Manufacturer
literature for each septage receiving system is included in Appendix B.
5.3.2 Evaluation Process
The evaluation process included the following tasks:


Review existing information, including record drawings, previous reports, and other
pertinent information for WWRF.



Conduct a site visit at Wailuku-Kahului WWRF to research and verify existing
conditions.



Analyze current septage loading at Wailuku-Kahului WWRF.



Compile and review manufacturer’s information for septage receiving systems.



Contact and interview selected reference installations for septage receiving
systems.



Research benefits, construction cost, and operation and maintenance (O&M) costs
for septage receiving system alternatives.



Develop estimates of construction and O&M costs, and evaluate overall life cycle
costs for septage receiving system alternatives.
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5.3.3 Cost Estimation
Budgetary price quotes for the septage receiving systems were requested from each
manufacturer. The price quotes were generally based on manufacturer’s standard
equipment, with Type 316 stainless steel components considered appropriate for the
corrosive environmental conditions.
Estimated capital costs were developed based on installation of the equipment at the
existing septage receiving station location at Wailuku-Kahului WWRF. The estimated
capital costs developed in the cost analyses include a 10 percent contingency factor, but
excludes planning, engineering and construction management fees. The construction
costs do not include modifications for the proposed septage receiving station such as a
septage holding tank with pumps, aeration and mixing equipment. The capital costs and
a conceptual plan for the proposed septage receiving station is presented in Chapter 6.
The operation and maintenance costs were based on the following:


The cost of power was assumed to be $0.39 per kilowatt-hour (kWh).



The average cost of labor for operations was assumed to be $60 per hour,
including fringe and benefits.



The labor requirements were based on information from the manufacturer’s O&M
manual, and information obtained from vendors and interviews with existing users.



The labor includes man hours for maintenance tasks, daily equipment checks,
debris removal and rock trap emptying.



Equipment parts replacement frequency and costs were obtained from the
manufacturer.



Screenings will be taken to EKO Compost Maui. The current solids disposal fee
at EKO Compost Maui is $85 per ton.



The screenings handling labor was based on the distance from Wailuku-Kahului
WWRF to EKO Compost Maui. One filled container was assumed to have a
maximum capacity of 10 cubic yards and a weight of approximately 6 tons.



Wash water was assumed to be supplied by the recycled water system.

The present worth life cycle costs were annualized based on an assumed 5 percent
discount rate over a 20-year period with no salvage value. The cost estimates presented
in this study are intended to be budgetary planning level estimates that are subject to
revision following additional investigations and more detailed engineering analyses.
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5.3.4 Evaluation Criteria
The septage receiving systems were evaluated based on the following factors:


Capital Cost



Operation and Maintenance (O&M) Cost



Annualized Present Worth Cost



Performance and Reliability



Ease of Operation and Maintenance



Local Service Representation

The septage receiving equipment was sized based on a feed flow rate of 400 gpm.
The evaluation of the four septage receiving systems was based on available literature
and information provided by the vendor and from interviews conducted by contacting
reference installations.
5.4 SEPTAGE RECEIVING SYSTEM ALTERNATIVES
5.4.1 Alternative 1 – Lakeside
Alternative 1 involves the evaluation of the Lakeside Raptor Septage Acceptance Plant
(SAP) Model 40 SAP. The Lakeside Raptor Model 40 SAP system consists of a septage
receiving tank with a 3/16 inch thick, three-plane cylindrical bar screen with 1/4-inch bar
spacing. A rotating rake assembly passes through the bars to remove debris from the
screening area. The debris is released to a central shafted screw conveyor below and
transported to the compaction zone for dewatering. The bar screen and screw conveyor
assembly uses a 2-horsepower (HP) motor with a variable frequency drive. The variable
frequency drive provides soft start capability to operate the motor, screw conveyor, and
rake assembly in forward and reverse cycles; and provides overload protection, rake
assembly braking capability, and the ability to adjust screen speed if necessary to meet
site-specific conditions.
The Lakeside system also includes a control panel, external rock trap, hauler metering
and control system, magnetic flow meter and a water actuated inlet pinch valve. Lakeside
indicated that water actuated inlet pinch valves are more reliable than quarter turn valves
with electric actuators when rocks or other solid objects are present.
The Lakeside system has a septage flow capacity of 440 gpm at a 4 percent solids
concentration with two external rock trap options. A cylindrical rock trap is available in
either a vertical or an inclined configuration. Both rock trap configurations provide five
cubic feet of debris storage. It was estimated that a rock trap filled with debris would
weigh more than 200 pounds. Therefore, an external rock trap with an inclined
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configuration was included in Alternative 1. An operator needs to release the hinged
cover at the lower end of the inclined rock trap to empty debris to a container below.
Key routine operational tasks for the Lakeside Raptor SAP system include approximately
1.5 hours per day to empty the inclined rock trap and perform equipment checks; 2.75
hours per week to remove solids from solids collection container, check alignment of rake
assembly and bar screens, check tank nozzle, test operation of inlet valve and magnetic
flow meter, and remove debris from rake assembly and screen; 2.25 hours per month to
clean wash water filter, check springs, power wash rake assembly, and check gearbox;
45 minutes per quarter to flush the compaction chamber; 3 hours semi-annually to clean
spray nozzles, check for wear of the rake assembly bearing, and replace oil in gearbox;
30 minutes per year to clean motor fan; and 16 hours every 5 years to replace worn
components.
5.4.2 Alternative 2 – JWC Environmental
Alternative 2 involves the evaluation of the JWC Environmental Honey Monster Model
SRS3235-XE system. The JWC Environmental Honey Monster system consists of a
septage receiving tank with a perforated drum screen with 1/4-inch openings. A rotating
brush-edged spiral in a shafted auger is used to transport solids to a compaction zone for
dewatering. The auger uses a 2-HP motor.
The JWC Environmental system also includes a control panel, external rock trap, grinder,
hauler metering and control system, magnetic flow meter and inlet plug valve with electric
actuator. It should be noted that quarter turn valves with electric actuators are known to
become damaged when attempting to close on rocks or other solid objects.
The JWC Environmental system has a septage flow rate of 400 gpm at a typical septage
solids concentration. JWC Environmental was asked to provide the septage flow rate for
the Honey Monster at a four percent solids concentration, but they were unable to provide
a revised flow rate and indicated that 400 gpm was for a peak septage flow. The Honey
Monster Model SRS3235-XE system is the only septage receiving system manufactured
by JWC Environmental. Therefore, it was assumed that the septage flow rate for the JWC
Environmental Honey Monster is less than 400 gpm at a 4 percent solids concentration
and would not be capable of providing a reasonable unloading time for the County of
Maui’s largest waste hauler vehicle.
The JWC Environmental system has a cylindrical rock trap in a vertical configuration. The
rock trap provides 2.2 cubic feet of debris storage. An operator needs to remove the rock
trap cover and lift the collection basket from the rock trap to empty debris. It was
estimated that a collection basket filled with debris would weigh more than 100 pounds.
The JWC Environmental system has a 5-HP grinder. The grinder is typically located
downstream of the rock trap to reduce the size of solids entering the septage receiving
tank. Facility operators with a JWC Environmental Honey Monster septage receiving
system indicated that the grinder cutter stack needs to be replaced approximately every
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2 years and takes approximately 2 hours. The replacement cost for the grinder cutter
stack was estimated to be $11,100 every 2 years.
The tank auger screen spiral brush also requires replacement approximately every 1 to 2
years and takes approximately 2 hours. The replacement cost for the spiral brush was
estimated to be $1,000 every 2 years.
Key routine operational tasks for the JWC Environmental system include 2 hours per day
to empty the rock trap; 1.5 hours per week to perform equipment checks and remove
solids from the solids collection container; 1 hour per month to inspect and clean wash
water sprayers; 3 hours per quarter to inspect auger screen and spiral, controls, level
sensor and grinder cutter stack; 13 hours per year to inspect major equipment parts and
lubricate grinder drive couplings; 5 hours every 2 years to lubricate auger speed reducer,
replace auger brush and grinder cutter stack; and 3 hours every 5 years to service grinder
speed reducer and lubricate grinder drive gears.
5.4.3 Alternative 3 – Parkson
Alternative 3 involves the evaluation of the Parkson Hycor Helisieve Plus Septage
Receiving Station Model HLS500PSR system. The Parkson Hycor Helisieve Plus
Septage Receiving Station consists of a septage receiving tank with a perforated drum
screen with 1/4-inch openings. A brush-edged shaftless spiral auger is used to transport
solids to a compaction zone for dewatering. The auger uses a 3-HP dual speed motor.
The Parkson Hycor Helisieve Plus system also includes a control panel, external rock
trap, hauler metering and control system, magnetic flow meter and inlet pinch valve.
Parkson indicated that previously ball valves with electric actuators were used in their
system, but they have replaced the ball valve with a pinch valve as their standard inlet
valve because they found pinch valves were more reliable when rocks or other solid
objects were present.
The Parkson system has a nominal septage flow capacity of 600 gpm. Parkson was
asked to provide the septage flow rate at a 4 percent solids concentration, but they were
unable to provide a revised flow rate and indicated that 600 gpm was a nominal capacity
based on septage with a 2 to 3 percent solids concentration. Therefore, it was assumed
that the septage flow rate is less than 600 gpm but greater than 400 gpm at a 4 percent
solids concentration and was estimated to provide a reasonable unloading time for the
County of Maui’s largest waste hauler vehicle.
The Parkson system has a vertical rectangular rock trap.
approximately 2 cubic feet of debris storage.

The rock trap provides

The spiral brush needs to be replaced approximately once per year and takes
approximately 2 hours to replace. The replacement cost for the spiral brush was
estimated to be $1,700 per brush.
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Key routine operational tasks for the Parkson system include 3 hours per day to empty
the rock trap, perform equipment checks and clean accumulated solids from exterior
surfaces; 1.75 hours per week to remove solids from the solids collection container, flush
compaction zone and inspect level sensor; 3.5 hours per month to inspect tank seals,
drain lines, brush and scraper plate, and check wear bars and gear motor oil level; 6 hours
semi-annually to check gear reducer and spiral and inspect compaction zone and
solenoid valves; 5 hours per year to lubricate and clean septage receiving equipment;
and 14 hours every 5 years to replace components.
5.4.4 Alternative 4 – Enviro-Care
Alternative 4 involves the evaluation of the Enviro-Care Flo SeptageStation DM Model
FSR-DM1000 system. The Enviro-Care Flo SeptageStation DM Model FSR-DM1000
system consists of a sloped septage receiving tank with a perforated drum screen with
1/4-inch openings. Angled lifting vanes inside the drum screen are used to transport
solids into a rotating auger trough for compaction and dewatering. A fixed brush removes
debris from the exterior of the rotating drum screen during cleaning cycles. A dual drive
system with two VFDs is used to rotate the auger and screen at different speeds. The
auger and the screen are both equipped with a 2-HP motor.
The Enviro-Care system also includes a control panel, hauler metering and control
system, magnetic flow meter and inlet knife gate valve with electric actuator. A rock trap
is not required for the Enviro-Care system.
The Enviro-Care system has a septage flow capacity of 425 gpm at a 4 percent solids
concentration. A 425 gpm septage flow capacity was estimated to provide a reasonable
unloading time for the County of Maui’s largest waste hauler vehicle.
The exterior drum screen brush needs to be replaced approximately once every two years
and takes approximately two hours to replace. The replacement cost for the exterior drum
screen brush was estimated to be $250 per brush.
Key routine operational tasks for the Enviro-Care system include approximately 45
minutes per day to perform equipment checks and wash accumulated solids from the inlet
compartment; 2.75 hours per week to remove solids from solids collection container,
check drum screen for accumulated solids, clean equipment, pressure wash drum screen,
check for accumulated solids in compaction zone and solids discharge chute, and
lubricate bearings; 2 hours per month to check equipment for loose components, check
operation of solenoid valves, check equipment noise levels, clean drum screen and
cooling fan, and check gearbox oil level; 30 minutes per quarter to check the condition of
the drum screen bearings; one hour per year to check and tighten equipment
components; and 3.75 hours every 2 years for operational checks, replace drum screen
brush, and change gearbox oil.
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5.5 SUMMARY OF REFERENCE INSTALLATION INFORMATION
Several reference installations for each septage receiving system were contacted.
General comments from installations contacted are summarized in Appendix D. The
facility operators generally had positive comments for all four systems. General positive
comments included the following:


The septage receiving equipment is user friendly.



Facility operators are generally satisfied with the septage receiving equipment.



There have not been any major problems with the equipment.

Facility operators indicated that the rock trap needs to be emptied daily, but frequency
depends on the rock trap volume, septage loading and septage characteristics. Facility
operators indicated that rock traps with larger volumes should be used to minimize the
frequency that rock traps need to be emptied.
Facility operators indicated rocks and rags could accumulate in the septage receiving
tank for the four septage receiving systems. Facility operators experienced rag
accumulation on the screen in the septage receiving tank for Lakeside, JWC
Environmental and Parkson, and around the shaft in the compaction zone for
Enviro-Care.
Based on concerns related to misaligned bar screens and rakes, the Lakeside
representative was asked to verify the frequency of misaligned bar screens and rakes.
The Lakeside representative indicated that over 25 improvements were made to the
original septage receiving system design to minimize bar screen and rake misalignment.
None of the reference installations that were interviewed experienced misaligned bar
screens and rakes.
Based on concerns related to clogged and damaged drum screens, the JWC
Environmental representative was asked to indicate the typical drum screen replacement
frequency. The JWC Environmental representative indicated that damage to the rotating
drum screen is unlikely because the grinder shreds solids prior to reaching the drum
screen assembly. Interviews with two facility operators using JWC Environmental Honey
Monster systems indicated that rotating drum screens were replaced a few years after
installation. However, screen replacements appeared to be caused by unique operating
conditions that may not be applicable at Wailuku-Kahului WWRF.
A European Enviro-Care system reference installation indicated that before their wash
water system was set up, the wash water pressure provided was lower than the pressure
recommended by the manufacturer. The reference installation experienced issues
cleaning the tank upstream of the screen. However, after the wash water pressure was
increased to the recommended 72.5 psi, the installation did not have any problems.
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5.6 SUMMARY OF EVALUATION
A comparison of the septage receiving systems from Lakeside, JWC Environmental,
Parkson and Enviro-Care is presented in Table 5-1. Capital, O&M and present worth
costs are presented along with information on performance and reliability, ease of
operation and maintenance and other non-monetary factors. Itemized summaries of the
estimated construction and operating costs, along with the total present worth and
annualized present worth cost for each alternative is included in Appendix D.
5.7 RECOMMENDED ALTERNATIVE
The cost analysis determined that the Lakeside Raptor Septage Acceptance Plant had
the lowest annualized present worth cost of $383,700. The annualized present worth
cost for each alternative ranged from $383,700 to $413,000 resulting in an eight percent
difference. For a planning level cost estimate, a cost difference less than 15 percent is
typically not considered to be a significant difference. Therefore, the selection of the
Lakeside Raptor Septage Acceptance Plant as the preferred alternative was based on
the remaining selection criteria including performance and reliability, ease of operation
and maintenance, and local service representation.
A summary of the equipment
features and performance in related to selection criteria is included below.


The septage flow capacity of the system of 440 gpm exceeds the required
minimum flow capacity of 400 gpm.



The system includes bar screens with 1/4-inch bar spacing and a rotating rake
assembly that passes through the bar screen to remove solids.



The system includes an inclined rock trap configuration that provides the largest
debris storage of five cubic feet.



The system includes water actuated pinch valves that are more reliable than
quarter turn valves with electric actuators when rocks and other solid objects are
present.



The system has the longest estimated equipment lifespan of 20 years.



There has been a total of 130 installation since 2003 and a total of 275 installations
in the United States dating back to 1990.



Sales and service representatives are available on Oahu.



The only manufacturer with septage receiving system installations in Hawaii.
There are installations at Eleele Wastewater Treatment Plant on Kauai and
Kahuku Windward Wastewater Treatment Plant on Oahu that were installed in
1994 and 1998, respectively. Based on the reference installation of the equipment
at Kahuku Windward Wastewater Treatment Plant the equipment is working well.
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Table 5-1
Summary of Septage Receiving Equipment Alternatives
Alternative 1
Lakeside

Alternative 2
JWC Environmental

Alternative 3
Parkson

Alternative 4
Enviro-Care

Raptor Septage
Acceptance Plant
40 SAP

Honey Monster
SRS3235-XE

Hycor Helisieve Plus
Septage Receiving
Station HLS500PSR

Flo-Septage
Station DM
FSR-DM 1000

$2,180,000

$2,000,000

$2,130,000

$2,390,000

Annual O&M Cost

$196,000

$214,000

$230,000

$192,000

Annualized Present
Worth (PW) Cost

$383,700

$386,500

$413,000

$395,400

Annualized PW Cost
Per 1,000 Gallons
Septage Discharged

$162

$163

$174

$167

Rectangular tank with
three-plane cylindrical
bar screen with 1/4-inch
bar spacing and rake
assembly. Shafted
screw transports solids.

Rectangular tank with
perforated drum screen
with 1/4-inch openings.
Rotating brush-edged
spiral in shafted auger
transports solids.
Includes a grinder unit
upstream of tank.

Rectangular tank with
perforated drum screen
with 1/4-inch openings.
Shaftless brush-edged
screw spiral transports
solids.

Sloped tank with
perforated plate
rotating drum screen
with 1/4-inch openings.
Angled lifting vanes
inside screen transport
solids into a rotating
screw auger trough.
Dual drive system with
two VFDs used to
rotate auger and
screen at different
speeds.

3/16 inch (5 mm)

14 gauge (2 mm)

14 gauge (2 mm)

3/16 inch (5 mm)

Parameter

Model
Capital Cost

Equipment Design

Screen Thickness
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Table 5-1 (Continued)
Summary of Septage Receiving Equipment Alternatives
Alternative 1
Lakeside

Alternative 2
JWC Environmental

Alternative 3
Parkson

Alternative 4
Enviro-Care

440 gpm,
See Note 1

<400 gpm,
See Note 2

400-600 gpm,
See Note 3

425 gpm,
See Note 1

15.1 feet x 4.1 feet
(61.9 square feet)

16.5 feet x 4.0 feet
(66 square feet)

14.8 feet x 3 feet
(44.4 square feet)

14.3 feet x 4.3 feet
(61.5 square feet)
See Note 5

Rock Trap Design

Inclined Cylindrical Rock
Trap, 5 cf

Vertical Cylindrical
Rock Trap, 2.2 cf

Vertical Rectangular
Rock Trap, 2 cf

No rock trap

Inlet Control Valve

Water Actuated
Pinch Valve

Plug Valve
with Electric Actuator

Water Actuated
Pinch Valve

Knife Gate Valve
with Electric Actuator

Empty rock trap daily;
Replace brush ($1,700)
once a year; Replace
wear bars ($1,000) and
scraper ($500) every
5 years.

Replace cleaning
brush ($250) every 2
years; Replace upper
drive bearing ($5,500),
spiral $5,200) and
lower bushing ($395)
every 10 years.

Parameter
Septage Flow
Capacity
Equipment Footprint,
See Note 4

Maintenance
Requirements

Empty rock trap daily;
Replace rake set
($2,650) every 10 years.

Empty rock trap daily;
Replace brush ($900)
and grinder cutter
($11,100) every 10
years; Replace screen
($7,500) every 15
years.

Wash Water Delivery
Rate

5-25 gpm

5-20 gpm

12-20 gpm

42 gpm

Wash Water Delivery
Pressure

60 psi

20-30 psi

40 psi

72-116 psi

Wash Water Volume,
See Note 6

225 gpd,
See Note 7

4,500 gpd,
See Note 7

600 gpd,
See Note 9

6,500 gpd,
See Note 10
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Table 5-1 (Continued)
Summary of Septage Receiving Equipment Alternatives
Alternative 1
Lakeside

Alternative 2
JWC Environmental

Alternative 3
Parkson

Alternative 4
Enviro-Care

2 HP

7 HP

3 HP

2 HP Drum Drive
2 HP Screw Drive

Standard Warranty

1 year from startup or
18 months from
shipment, whichever
occurs first

1 year from startup or
18 months from
shipment, whichever
occurs first

1 year from shipment

1 year from shipment

Equipment Lifespan

20 years

15 years

10-15 years

20 years

Earliest U.S.
Installation

1990

1998

1996

2013

Number of
Installations in United
States

275

114

50, See Note 11

1

Number of
Installations Since
2003

130

108

18

1

Promark Corporation

None

CBC, Inc.

Promark Corporation

Parameter
Drive Motor
Horsepower

Local Service
Representative

Notes:
1. Septage flow capacity is based on a 4% solids concentration (40,000 mg/l).
2. JWC indicated a “peak septage flow” capacity of 400 gpm based on septage with a 3% solids concentration. The septage flow capacity is
estimated to be less than 400 gpm at a 4% solids concentration.
3. Parkson indicated a 600 gpm capacity is based on septage with a 2% to 3% solids concentration. The septage flow capacity is estimated to
be less than 600 gpm but greater than 400 gpm at a 4% solids concentration.
4. Equipment footprint does not include inlet control valve, rock trap or grinder.
5. Enviro-Care dimensional drawings indicated a total length of 16.2 feet including the inlet control valve. It was assumed the inlet control valve
added approximately 1.9 feet to the length indicated on the Enviro-Care’s dimensional drawings.
6. Wash water volume based on 20 septage loads per day. It was assumed that a cleaning cycle will be required after each septage load.
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Table 5-1 (Continued)
Summary of Septage Receiving Equipment Alternatives
7. Wash water is used to clean the septage receiving tank, screens, transport tube, compaction zone and rock trap. Lakeside indicated that 2.5
to 5 gallons are used for the screen and transport tube during a cleaning cycle; 2.5 gallons are used for the compaction zone after a cleaning
cycle; 2.5 gallons are used for the septage receiving tank after unloading; and 25 gpm is used for rock trap flushing. It was assumed the rock
trap will be emptied daily and flushed for 1 minute.
8. Wash water is used to clean the septage receiving tank, screenings and rock trap. JWC indicated that 18 to 20 gpm is used during unloading;
5 gpm is used after unloading for approximately 5 minutes; and 8 gpm is used for rock trap flushing. It was assumed the rock trap will be
emptied daily and flushed for 1 minute.
9. Wash water is used to clean the septage receiving tank and compaction zone. Parkson indicated that typically 12 gpm is used in the septage
receiving tank after unloading and 8 gpm is used in the compaction zone every 30 minutes for approximately 15 seconds.
10. Wash water is used to clean the screen and compaction zone. Enviro-Care indicated that typically 42 gpm is used for the screen and
compaction zone during unloading, while the screen is operating. The screen operates for approximately 75% of the unloading duration. The
screen was assumed to operate for approximately 7.5 minutes. Enviro-Care indicated that after unloading, approximately 21 gpm of wash
water is used for 30 seconds.
11. Parkson’s installation list dated December 2004 indicated 41 installations. Parkson indicated that approximately 10 installations were added
since the publication of the December 2004 list.
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Chapter 6
Recommended Septage Receiving Station Improvements

CHAPTER 6
RECOMMENDED SEPTAGE RECEIVING STATION IMPROVEMENTS
6.1 RECOMMENDATIONS
This chapter describes the recommended modifications of the septage receiving system
for the Wailuku-Kahului WWRF.
The general recommendation is to replace the existing septage receiving system north of
the Headwork’s Building with a system that meets the objectives and design
considerations for capacity as discussed in Chapter 4. Also, as noted in Chapter 4, it is
recommended to install a new 50,000 gallon holding tank to satisfy the detention time
requirement designated by the EPA.
6.2 PROPOSED SEPTAGE RECEVING STATION LAYOUT
The proposed preliminary plan for the upgrade of septage receiving station for the
Wailuku-Kahului WWRF is shown on Figure 6-1.
As indicated in Chapter 5, the Lakeside Raptor Septage Acceptance Plant is the preferred
alternative equipment replacement for the septage receiving station, along with a new
50,000 gallon holding tank, and new force main piping from the septage receiving station
to the existing Headworks channel. Based on the evaluation in Chapter 5, the Lakeside
equipment has the lowest present worth cost of $383,000, adequate flow capacity of 440
gpm, an inclined rock trap, the longest estimated equipment life span of 20 years, and the
most installations to date with local sales representation in Hawaii. In addition, there have
been successful installations in Hawaii, on both Oahu and Kauai.
There are approximately 20 permitted waste haulers and 40 permitted waste hauler trucks
that transport septage to the County facility. To accommodate multiple hauler trucks and
utilize the existing area effectively, it is recommended that the existing septage receiving
station be reconfigured.
As shown on Figure 6-1, it is recommended that the receiving area include two concrete
ramps, a truck scale, and an unloading area. The receiving area will be rotated 90
degrees relative to the existing configuration to allow vehicular traffic to enter and exit the
station, and will improve vehicular flow. The larger paved area eliminates space
constraints of the existing receiving area. The haulers and hauler trucks will be able to
utilize the entire paved area to effectively unload waste without blocking the entrance to
the septage receiving station. The paved area to the north of the septage receiving station
will serve as a turnaround area and is sized to accommodate the turning radius of the
hauler trucks. In addition, it provides an open service yard area for operation and
maintenance activities for the septage receiving station. Fence modifications are required
to accommodate the larger paved area.
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6.3 SUMMARY AND NEXT STEPS
It is understood that the County is planning to construct the Maui All Natural Alternative
(MANA) renewable energy and sludge drying project at Wailuku-Kahului WWRF. The
footprint of the MANA project conflicts with the proposed septage receiving facility. It is
also understood that the County has made modifications at Wailuku Pump Station for the
discharge of septage. These modifications have resulted in a reduction of maintenance
efforts and clogging resulting from the discharge of septage at the pump station. Because
of the proximity of the discharge manhole to the ocean, it is still recommended that the
proposed septage receiving station be provided. In addition, Valley Isle Pumping will
continue to discharge septage at the Wailuku-Kahului WWRF since the construction of
the private facility has not advanced since 2014. The County will need to determine a
new location for the proposed septage receiving station if the MANA project is completed.
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Appendices

Appendix A1
Raw Data

PRIVATE HAULERS - COUNTY OF MAUI
GALLONS DISCHARGED INTO COUNTY WASTEWATER SYSTEM
January 1, 2013 to December 31, 2013

2013
Hauler
Akamai Pumping
B Sales Trucking & Excv.
Bob's Drain
Haleakala Nat'l Park
Hawaii Express Moving
Jacks Carpet
Lanai Waste Removal
Pacific Portable
Paradise Lua
Pacific Whale Foundation
Rainbow Rentals
Roto Rooter
Service Rentals
Suck Em Up
Valley Isle Pumping
Erick Weil
Curtis Crabbe - Molokai
Molokai Porta Potties
County of Maui
Total

January
8,600

February
7,020

March
6,610

4,200

3,800

1,400

April
8,320

May
7,580

June
6,800

July
7,060
4,825

2,700

5,500
200

95
160
4,575
300

11,451
95
115
5,125
200

10,000

10,000

10,000

10,000

10,960

7,420
19,150
112,995

153,065

5,324
23,400
106,935

85
765
8,000

75
195
8,000
100

75
1,235
8,000
300

70
415
8,000
300

10,000

10,000

10,000

16,665
14,000
102,805

15,460
8,600
112,505

16,030
18,500
148,410

131,655

165,120

165,755

210,560

169,720

95

162,940

177,695

174,530

August
September
5,770

2,400
12,389
75
250
4,925
300

October November December
27,300
8,813
7,680

10,000

12,140
70
980
4,975
400
3,900
10,000

10,916
95
295
8,000
355

10,590
95
210
8,000
550

8,170
90

10,000

10,000

10,000

10,800
162,025

10,265
10,200
143,580

7,825
13,400
152,345

5,330
28,000
159,560

13,150
229,515

208,934

196,510

230,531

231,148

277,335

8,000
730

TOTAL
93,873
12,505
14,500
65,656
1,015
4,620
81,100
3,735
3,900
120,000
95,279
159,200
1,715,395
2,370,778

SHARE
4%
1%
0%
1%
3%
0%
0%
3%
0%
0%
5%
0%
4%
7%
72%
0%
0%
0%
0%
100%

PRIVATE HAULERS - COUNTY OF MAUI
GALLONS DISCHARGED INTO COUNTY WASTEWATER SYSTEM
January 1, 2012 to December 31, 2012

2012
Hauler
Akamai Pumping
B Sales Trucking & Excv.
Bob's Drain
Haleakala Nat'l Park
Hawaii Express Moving
Jacks Carpet
Lanai Waste Removal
Pacific Portable
Rainbow Rentals
Roto Rooter
Service Rentals
Suck Em Up
Valley Isle Pumping
Erick Weil
Curtis Crabbe - Molokai
Molokai Porta Potties
County of Maui
Total

February
4,970

March
7,360
6,040

April
7,240

May
18,870

June
6,203
5,000

July
6,580

8,000
10,000

10,900
80
40
8,000
10,000

1,000
11,500
75
150
8,000
10,000

11,890
85
175
8,000
10,000

1,400
11,800
75
2,040
8,000
10,000

12,040
70
420
8,000
10,000

2,400
2,620
75
270
8,000
10,000

4,200
10,110
95
255
8,000
10,000

75
935
8,000
10,000

10,510
105
546
8,000
10,000

12,295
25,550
116,305

15,030
15,600
103,770

8,995
23,400
132,370

9,190
26,250
100,750

9,075
20,250
118,005

6,650
18,250
127,560

8,320

8,430
17,150
113,570

8,135
28,250
127,285

8,055
18,100
110,955

7,970
12,250
95,835

171,810

184,080

166,271

116,130

January
2,910
2,000
13,510
95

190,665

168,390

208,890

173,580

199,515

194,193

163,920

202,185

August

September

October

November December

1,400
75

0

TOTAL
51,223
13,950
12,400
94,880
905
4,831
80,000
100,000
102,145
205,050
1,310,325
1,975,709

SHARE
3%
1%
0%
1%
5%
0%
0%
4%
5%
0%
5%
10%
66%
0%
0%
0%
0%
100%

PRIVATE HAULERS - COUNTY OF MAUI
GALLONS DISCHARGED INTO COUNTY WASTEWATER SYSTEM
January 1, 2011 to December 31, 2011

2011
Hauler
Akamai Pumping
B Sales Trucking & Excv.
Bob's Drain
Haleakala Nat'l Park
Hawaii Express Moving
Jacks Carpet
Lanai Waste Removal
Pacific Portable
Pacific Whale Foundation
Rainbow Rentals
Roto Rooter
Service Rentals
Suck Em Up
Valley Isle Pumping
Erick Weil
Curtis Crabbe - Molokai
Molokai Porta Potties
County of Maui
Total

January
10,245

February
15,460

2,000
8,640

1,000
8,640
55

March
11,940
8,025

April
15,410

6,770
75

80
175
8,000

90
8,000

10,000
9,200
7,450
16,800
125,770

9,050
3,000
7,035
18,225
199,840

135
8,000

8,000

8,000

15,060
90
1,060
8,000

9,080
10,390
3,890
14,500
149,760

8,010
16,140
4,175
10,250
116,495

9,480
2,500
4,655
18,700
103,895

8,745
4,000
6,095
14,500
139,844

216,640

188,225

174,040

8,000
220,804

May
11,820
5,700

4,000
198,995

June
17,170
-

July
18,570
4,080

August September
21,040
0
3,500

1,000
9,190

0
9,510
0
205
8,000
7,900
8,870
18,500
8,875
17,900
103,355

2,000
10,040
85

11,380
90

8,000

8,000

8,000

10,000

10,300

9,860

10,540
70
285
8,000
1,950
10,000

8,445
16,400
121,370

8,215
24,500
100,670

7,210
21,420
119,870

7,580
16,950
125,950

132,015

4,000
209,765

185,255

167,310

177,830

181,325

159,835

4,000
276,600

October

November December

90
8,000
10,000
9,730

TOTAL
121,655
21,305
6,000
89,770
635
1,950
96,000
9,850
113,395
63,730
83,355
190,145
1,538,834
20,000
2,356,624

SHARE
5%
1%
0%
0%
4%
0%
0%
4%
0%
5%
3%
4%
8%
65%
0%
0%
0%
1%
100%

PRIVATE HAULERS - COUNTY OF MAUI
GALLONS DISCHARGED INTO COUNTY WASTEWATER SYSTEM
January 1, 2010 to December 31, 2010

2010
Hauler
Akamai Pumping
B Sales Trucking & Excv.
Bob's Drain
Haleakala Nat'l Park
Hawaii Express Moving
Jacks Carpet
Lanai Waste Removal
Pacific Portable
Rainbow Rentals
Roto Rooter
Service Rentals
Suck Em Up
Valley Isle Pumping
Erick Weil
Curtis Crabbe - Molokai
Molokai Porta Potties
County of Maui
Total

January
15,200

450
9,290
13,780
10,900
6,335
9,200
130,180

4,000
199,335

February
12,640

485
7,300
13,780
9,500
8,180
44,350
125,200

4,000
225,435

March
24,140

April
19,340

180

530
2,000

8,400
13,780
15,700
6,670
78,500
131,895

279,265

495
8,000
13,780
15,700
7,410
58,250
93,475

218,980

May
18,970

475
8,000
13,780
15,700
6,450
26,050
159,620

249,045

June
17,000

July
11,340

185
8,000
13,780
16,000
6,810
19,800
127,920

8,700
85
220
8,000
10,115
7,800
7,050
25,000
197,605

8,000
10,280
6,950
5,030
21,350
93,835

1,000
8,650
100
510
8,000
10,130
7,400
4,910
18,750
105,945

275,915

154,560

185,755

209,495

August

9,020
95

September
13,160
7,200

October

November December
12,901
21,031
5,630
2,600
3,400

5,315
115
665
8,000
9,950
11,700
4,945
9,900
100,030
30

1,000
7,450
95
230
8,000
10,565
5,500
4,020
19,700
119,275
56

8,600
115
570
8,800
10,500
9,800
4,020
15,750
112,690
40

156,280

191,392

195,316

TOTAL
165,722
18,830
710
4,000
47,735
605
4,285
97,790
144,220
132,650
71,830
346,600
1,497,670
126
8,000
2,540,773

SHARE
7%
1%
0%
0%
2%
0%
0%
4%
6%
5%
3%
14%
59%
0%
0%
0%
0%
100%

PRIVATE HAULERS - COUNTY OF MAUI
GALLONS DISCHARGED INTO COUNTY WASTEWATER SYSTEM
January 1, 2009 to December 31, 2009

2009
Hauler
Akamai Pumping
Bob's Drain
Haleakala National Park
Jack's Carpet Cleaning
Lanai Waste Removal
Pacific Portables
Rainbow Rentals
Roto-Rooter
Service Rentals
Suck 'Em Up Pumping
Valley Isle Pumping
Curtis Crabbe - Molokai
Molokai Porta Potties
County of Maui
Total

January
February
9,670
7,609

18,166
25,600
4,685
58,800
200,885

4,000
321,806

March
8,470

April
8,683

May
7,970

June
7,366

July
20,460

380
995

390

500

100
900

August
September
7,460
7,400
2,800
90
790

80
365

17,465
16,700
4,515
42,750
211,830

18,605
17,500
4,405
53,800
175,165

6,935
48,850
230,295

6,835
76,200
118,380

13,300
5,125
72,650
185,020

21,400
6,795
61,300
186,535

4,500
6,080
51,550
150,200
16,500

9,450
5,805
55,000
141,870

300,869

4,000
281,945

14,400
4,000
314,538

209,775

8,000
291,961

297,490

239,970

219,970

c:\pwworking\sac\d0541874\Hauler Discharge Gallons
2/11/2014

October November December
5,778
24,250
8,450
1,500
25
425

5,915
40,650
165,895
11,000

231,188

800
85
305

70
690

8,500
5,045
44,400
113,565

4,460
63,850
97,485

196,950

4,000
179,005

TOTAL
123,566
5,100
830
5,360
54,236
116,950
66,600
669,800
1,977,125
27,500
14,400
24,000
3,085,467

SHARE
4%
0%
0%
0%
0%
0%
2%
4%
2%
22%
64%
1%
0%
1%
100%

PRIVATE HAULERS - COUNTY OF MAUI
GALLONS DISCHARGED INTO COUNTY WASTEWATER SYSTEM
January 1, 2008 to December 31, 2008

2008
Hauler
Akamai Pumping
Bob's Drain
Haleakala
Jacks Carpet
Lanai Waste Removal
Pacific Portable
Rainbow Rentals
Roto Rooter
Service Rentals
Suck Em Up
Valley Isle Pumping
Curtis Crabbe - Molokai
Molokai Porta Potties
County of Maui
Total

January
10,841

February
10,841

March
10,841

April
10,841

May
10,841

June
10,841

July
10,320

August
September
10,450
9,500

October
10,490

November December
11,090
10,110

1,000
6,151
12,500
15,550
10,130
76,450
209,720

4,000
345,342

6,151
12,500
15,550
21,500
8,325
43,650
200,750

8,000
327,267

6,151
12,500
15,550
27,100
7,735
68,400
146,765

8,000
303,042

6,151
12,500
17,695

6,151
13,100
17,695

8,895
55,000
207,500

10,070
67,000
178,250

8,000
326,582

4,000
307,107

6,151
12,800
17,695
15,000
8,605
41,650
129,585

4,000
247,327

1,960
14,650
18,270
9,305
61,850
260,480

4,000
380,835

4,530
13,300
18,270
15,500
8,560
61,850
192,468

4,000
328,928

4,620
9,290
18,270
10,245
61,850
192,468

306,243

190
880
9,290
19,775
11,700
10,245
61,850
192,468

316,888

2,325
9,290
19,775
14,500
8,875
63,900
180,535

310,290

975
9,290
19,775
17,500
5,540
67,350
133,405

4,000
267,945

TOTAL
127,005
1,000
190
52,195
141,010
213,870
122,800
106,530
730,800
2,224,394
48,000
3,767,794

SHARE
3%
0%
0%
0%
1%
4%
6%
3%
3%
19%
59%
0%
0%
1%
100%

PRIVATE HAULERS - COUNTY OF MAUI
GALLONS DISCHARGED INTO COUNTY WASTEWATER SYSTEM
January 1, 2007 to December 31, 2007

2007
Hauler
Akamai Pumping
Bob's Drain
Haleakala
Jacks Carpet
Lanai Waste Removal
Pacific Portable
Rainbow Rentals
Roto Rooter
Service Rentals
Suck Em Up
Valley Isle Pumping
Curtis Crabbe - Molokai
Molokai Porta Potties
County of Maui
Total

January

February

March

April

May

June

July
10,143

12,500
25,300
11,500
11,915
40,450
203,700

0

0

0

0

0

0

8,000
323,508

August
September
10,143
10,143

12,500
25,300
11,930
71,950
172,100

8,000
311,923

12,500
25,300
6,000
10,390
41,300
183,650

289,283

October
10,143

12,500
25,300
14,000
10,640
56,650
167,450

8,000
304,683

November December
10,143
10,143

12,500
25,300
20,050
9,655
60,700
148,300

286,648

TOTAL
60,860
12,500
75,000
25,300
151,800
8,500
60,050
8,490
63,020
54,200
325,250
181,470 1,056,670
16,000
40,000
316,603 1,832,650

SHARE
3%
0%
0%
0%
0%
4%
8%
3%
3%
18%
58%
0%
0%
2%
100%
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Appendix A2
Septage Hauler Discharge Data

Waste Haulers
Maui Only
Name

Phone

No. Trucks & Capacity (Gals.)

Akamai Pumping Service

873-7419

4- 500, 500, 700, 2300

B. Sales Trucking & Excavation

264-3281

2- 3600, 2250

Bill’s Carpet & Upholstery
Cleaning

874-8083

1- 50

Haggai Institute

874-5197

1- no information on size

Haleakala National Park

572-4421

1- 1400

Hawaii Water Service Co.

269-4048

1- 1500

Hawaii Express Moving &
Storage

243-7447

3- 200, 300, 250

Jack’s Carpet Cleaning

575-9922

5- no information on size

J/R Environmental

728-3661

1- 1100

Pacific Biodiesel Logistics

877-3144

5- 1500, 1200, 400, 4000, 1750

Pacific Portables

878-1665

4- 200, 300, 400, 400

Pacific Whale Foundation

244-1280

1- 300

Paradise Lua

690-8116
ex-227

1- 300

Pico General Contracting

870-8265

1- 2000

Rainbow Rentals

877-0496

4- 800, 800, 700, 600

Rpto Rooter

871-6878

1- 3000

RVMaui

298-3678

2- 40, 32

Service Rentals

877-3410

2- 700, 500

Suck Em Up Pumping

877-3934

5- 750, 1500, 3400, 3400, 3400

Valley Isle Pumping

878-8807

6- 3000, 3000, 2200, 3000, 3000, 2200

JU/mauihaulerscapacity

1/24/14
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APPENDIX A2
STATISTICAL ANALYSIS OF WASTE HAULER DATA
A2.1 GENERAL
This appendix summarizes Valley Isle Pumping’s septage discharge volumes between
January 2013 and December 2013. Current septage loading was estimated using a
statistical analysis of the 2013 data.
A2.2 SEPTAGE LOADING
Valley Isle Pumping data was obtained from waste manifest forms provided by the
County of Maui. Data is comprised of daily septage discharge volumes.
Current average annual, maximum month, and maximum week septage loads were
estimated based on the septage data for the period from January 2013 through
December 2013.
Current septage loading was analyzed using the following methodology and definitions:


Average Annual Discharge Volume: Equal to the average septage discharge
volume in a year. Using a statistical analysis, the average annual discharge
volume is calculated as the 50th percentile value. The daily septage discharge
volume is shown on a log-normal plot on Figure A2-1.



Maximum Month Discharge Volume: Equal to the maximum monthly septage
discharge volume in a year. Using a statistical analysis, the maximum month
septage discharge volume is calculated as the 91.7th percentile value. The
91.7th percentile value represents the percentage of values less than or equal to
the maximum month discharge volume or 11 out of 12 months as shown on
Figure A2-1.



Maximum Week Discharge Volume: Equal to the maximum weekly septage
discharge volume in a year. Using a statistical analysis, the maximum week
septage discharge volume is calculated as the 98.1th percentile value. The
98.1th percentile value represents the percentage of values less than or equal to
the maximum week discharge volume or 51 out of 52 weeks as shown on
Figure A2-1.

Wailuku-Kahului WWRF Septage
Receiving Station Rehabilitation
Preliminary Engineering Report
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Figure A2-1
Statistical Analysis of 2013 Valley Isle Pumping Waste Hauler Discharge Data
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Appendix B
Septage Receiving Equipment Catalog Cuts

Bulletin #2322 July 2005

Raptor Septage Acceptance Plant
®

LAKESIDE
Water Purification Since 1928

The Lakeside RAPTOR Septage Acceptance Plant
®

Many wastewater treatment plants process municipal, industrial and
septic tank sludges that contain debris and inorganic solids such as hair,
plastics, grease and hygienic materials. This debris can negatively
impact downstream equipment by clogging pumps and valves, decreasing
the effectiveness of aeration, dewatering and filtering equipment.
Lakeside’s Raptor Septage Acceptance Plant (SAP) is a self-contained, fully
automated unit designed to remove debris and inorganic solids that
typically pass through a conventional bar screen. Anchored by the reliable Raptor Fine Screen, the SAP is a simple, efficient way to pretreat the
increasing amount of municipal, industrial and septic tank
sludges processed at wastewater treatment plants.
®

®

In more than 120 U.S. installations, users chose Lakeside’s Septage
Acceptance Plant over competing units. Haulers favor the quick and easy
operation to process loads faster and the accurate metering system.
Operators prefer the dependable unit for its minimal maintenance and
advanced administrative features available for billing and hauler access
systems. The plant is further benefitted when the unit’s quick processing
attracts more haulers, allowing the unit to pay for itself.

Septage Acceptance Plant Standard Features
Quick processing cycle The SAP’s large capacity and 7-second
cleaning cycle is designed to process a typical 3,000 gallon tanker
with up to 3 percent solids in less than 10 minutes.
Specialized compaction zone A large compaction zone and 2or 3-hp drive work together to create a dry solids content of at
least 40 percent, reducing volume and weight.
Enclosed operation Completely enclosed operation contains
septage and reduces odors and nuisance insects.
®

Full penetration basket cleaning Lakeside’s Raptor Fine Screen
offers a full penetration rake head that positively removes grease
and debris from the screen bars to eliminate the blinding and
plugging common with perforated plate screens and step screens.
Two
-stage screenings washing The unit’s two stage washing
wo-stage
feature cleans screenings more thoroughly than ordinary
pretreatment systems.
Simple design and operation All stainless steel construction
with few wearing surfaces ensures long life.
2

Screens and Processes
The innovative screening technology of the Raptor Fine Screen sets the Septage Acceptance Plant apart from the
competition. With bar spacing at 1/4 inch, the Fine Screen removes solids that pass through conventional screens.
®

Lakeside’s heavy-duty, 3-plane Fine Screen is one of few screens on the
market equipped with a rotating rake that passes through the full depth of
the basket bars, removing debris from the screening area. The rotating
rake deposits the collected screenings into a central screw conveyor
hopper that leads to the transport tube.
Screenings are spray washed in two stages to return organic materials to
the liquid stream. The first wash is over the screen basket and the second
takes place in the transport tube just before the compaction zone to wash
organics back into the flow stream. The all stainless steel shafted screw
conveyor transports washed screenings to the discharge chute. When
debris drops to the storage container, the total solids content is typically
over 40 percent and will pass the EPA paint filter test.

Hauler Access, Invoicing and
Data Acquisition
With the optional hauler access station and Lakeside Automated Data Acquisition System, plant administrators can create and manage customer and
truck account information, control sampling, control access on a truck-bytruck basis, track the number and sizes of loads for each hauler and assign
PIN numbers from the office.
The hauler accces system features a PIN keypad where haulers can activate the system. As an upgrade, a printer at the station supplies receipts
noting the time and date of an unload, and operators can print summary
reports of all loads. When inline flow meters are added, the receipts and
reports include the size of each load.
The Lakeside Automated Data Acquisition System is a software system
with client and server components designed to retrieve information directly
from the hauler access system and flow meters, and store it in a database.
The information is then used for data management and/or billing on a standalone computer or the plant’s network.
.

3

Additional Features

With the addition of aerated grit removal, the Septage Acceptance Plant is offered as the
®
®
Raptor Septage Complete Plant, a slight variation of the Raptor Complete Plant.

Available with a full weather protection unit.

The Septage Acceptance
Plant can be designed
with two valves to accept
loads from two trucks at
once.

Available with continuous
or individual bagging.

Treatment equipment and systems solutions from Lakeside
Lakeside offers a wide range of equipment and systems for virtually all stages of wastewater treatment from influent through final
discharge. Each process and equipment item that we supply is manufactured with one goal in mind . . . to reliably
improve the quality of our water resources in the most cost-effective way possible.
We’ve been doing just that since 1928.
Aeration

newair® Diffuser
CLR Process
E.A. Aerotor
Magna Rotors
Rotor Covers
Level Control Weirs

Clarification

Trickling Filters

Submersible Products
Mixers
Propeller Pumps
Grinder Pumps

RAPTOR ® Screening Products

Spiraflo Clarifier
Spiravac Clarifier
Tertiary Treatment using Series Clarification
Full-Surface Skimming

Trash & Screen Rakes

Fine Screen
Micro Strainer
Rotating Drum Screen
Wash Press
Septage Acceptance Plant

Other Screening Products
Water Intake Screens
CSO Screens

Packaged Headworks Systems

LAKESIDE
Water Purification Since 1928

1022 E. Devon, P.O. Box 8448
Bartlett, IL 60103
630/837–5640, FAX: 630/837–5647
E-mail: sales@lakeside-equipment.com
http://www.lakeside-equipment.com

RAPTOR®Complete Plant
H-PAC

Grit Collection

SpiraGrit
Aeroductor
RAPTOR® Grit Washer
Inline Grit Collector
Model L Grit Classifier

Screw Pumps

Open Screw Pumps
Enclosed Screw Pumps

SRS Family-13

A Mo
nst
You C er
an
Trust

Honey
Monster

®

Septage and Grease Receiving Systems

Overview

Features & Benefits

The automated Honey Monster receiving and screening
system quickly tracks and screens septage, grease or sludge
to remove unwanted debris. Our model SRS-XE system
uses an auger screw and perforated screening basket with
¼” (6mm) circular openings to remove rocks, rags, plastics,
silverware and other trash and provide complete protection
for downstream equipment and the treatment plant.

Advanced Screening and Dewatering
• Auger Monster screen with 1/4” (6mm) perforations
removes unwanted solids and trash
• Perf screen captures far more than bar screens
• Patented dual compartment compaction zone provides
significant additional dewatering

The unique combination of grinding, solids removal, washing
and dewatering allows a typical septage truck to unload in 5 to
15 minutes. The system is completely enclosed to ensure safety,
vector control and to capture foul odors.

The optional ‘MonsterTrack’ metering and control system uses a
flow meter to track septage and provide accurate billing data for
the facility and a receipt for the hauler.

Easy Access, Pivoted Auger
• The auger is mounted to a pivot support for easy
inspections and removal
• A forklift or crane can lift and swivel the screening trough
and auger out of the tank
Dual-Shafted Grinder
• Muffin Monster® grinder maximizes surface area of solids
for better washing and compacting
Triple-manifold Wash Water System
• Washes soft organics off of captured debris
• Ensures optimal throughput while minimizing odors
High Level Ultrasonic Sensor
• Regulates plug valve for optimum performance
• Baffles prevent overflow conditions
Optional ‘MonsterTrack’ System
• Records driver information and measures flow data
• PIN or card access for security
• Printed transaction receipts
• Data stored on compact flash card
• Ethernet/SCADA connection capable

Exclusive Tilt and Swivel Auger

Track Loads with MonsterTrack!

www.jwce.com

Septage Receiving with Automated Solids Removal

Honey Monster

®

Materials of
Construction

Model: SRS-XE

Tank, piping & Support: 304 stainless steel
Auger Assembly: C
 asings and trough are
304ss; rotor is 480mm Ø alloy steel
Grinder Housing: ductile iron housings
ASTM A536-77
Cutters: 8620 carburized alloy steel,
hardened to 60-65 Rockwell C
Mechanical Seal Faces: T
 ungsten carbide

Model

Screen Diameter

Auger Motor

Screenings Capacities

*Typical Septage Flow Capacity

SRS3235-XE

19” (480mm)

2 HP (1.5 kW)

90 ft /h (2.55 m /h)

400 gpm (25.2 l/s)

*Up to 1,000 gpm (63 l/s) through tank screen (clean water)

3

3

*Recommended max 15 psi (1 bar)

48-1/8
(1223)

1. Septage Screening
2. Sludge Screening
3. Grease Screening

142-3/8
(3616)

298
(7569)

Patented
Compactor

Muffin
Monster†
4” (100)
CAM Lock

35-13/16
(910)

Options

Flow Meter

Actuated
Plug Valve

Exclusive
Pivot

132-1/4
(3360)

12” (305) Pipe
Outlet
Rock
Trap

Rock Trap

Configurations

Shredded Material Moving Up the Auger
Screw for Disposal

• Macho Monster grinder for higher-flows
• 6” (150mm) inlet pipeline
• Cold weather protection system
• Discharge bagger
• pH and conductivity sensing loop
• 316 stainless steel pipe and tank
• MonsterTrack billing controller
• Skid mounted system

Cold Weather Protection and
auto bagger

Grease Receiving

Heavy Object Trap + Muffin Monster

®

Model: GRS

Inside view of the
perforated basket

MODEL

Pipe Size - in.(mm)

Basket Capacity

GRS0103-1804

4 (100mm)

1.1 ft3 (0.03 m3)

GRS0103-2004

4 (100mm)

1.5 ft3 (0.04 m3)

GRS0103-2404

4 (100mm)

*2.2 ft3 (0.06 m3)

GRS0103-1806

6 (150mm)

1.1 ft3 (0.03 m3)

GRS0103-2006

6 (150mm)

1.5 ft3 (0.04 m3)

GRS0103-2406

6 (150mm)

*2.2 ft3 (0.06 m3)

*Lifting station recommended to empty basket

Flow Capacity

Overview
This trap features adjustable bar screens to capture and direct
heavy objects into the debris basket. As trucks unload grease, the
silverware, rags, knives and other large debris are removed. The
Muffin Monster then homogenizes the grease – breaking grease
solids into an easy to pump slurry. Optional MonsterTrack billing
controller, flow meter and modulating plug valve are also available.

Features

• 4” pipe - 400 GPM (25 l/s)
• 6” pipe - 600 GPM (38 l/s)
• Flow Rate - max. 15 psi

• 5 HP (3.7 kW)
Grinder Motor
• Hot Water Wash Down
(supplied by others)

• Adjustable bar
spacings 1/2” or 1”
(12 or 25mm)

Septage Receiving

Rock Trap + Muffin Monster

®

Model: SRS3000

MODEL

Pipe Size- in.(mm)

Basket Capacity

SRS3000-1204

4 (100mm)

0.18 ft3 (0.005 m3)

SRS3000-1206

6 (150mm)

0.24 ft3 (0.007 m3)

Overview
This small rock trap is a good choice for small sites receiving only a
few thousand gallons per day. The perforated screening basket has
½” (12mm) circular openings and captures rocks and silverware.

Flow Capacity
• 4” pipe - 400 GPM (25 l/s)
• 6” pipe - 600 GPM (38 l/s)
• Flow Rate - max. 15 psi

Features
• 5 HP (3.7 kW)
Grinder Motor

SRS Family-13

Operation

Multiple piping configurations available to suit your location.
Contact the factory for more information.

1) Haulers connect to the cam lock inlet and
start the flow of septage which first passes
through the rock trap.
2) Muffin Monster grinds-up solids.
3) Ultrasonic level sensor and modulating
plug valve regulate flow.

1

3

2

6
Discharge
of captured
solids

5
4

7
Drain Water
& Septage

4) If the ‘MonsterTrack’ option is installed,
the flow meter sends data to the controller.
5) Septage and solids now enter the perf
screening trough. Spray wash cleans the
solids and keeps the screen clear.
6) The unwanted solids are captured by the
inclined auger screen and transported to the
compaction zone for additional dewatering
before being discharged.
7) The screened septage now safely flows
into the wastewater treatment plant.

Photo Gallery - Options

Skid Mounted System

MonsterTrack™ Billing Controller

Muffin Monster®

Heat Tracing and Blanket
Headquarters
290 Paularino Ave.
Costa Mesa, CA 92626 USA
Toll Free: (800) 331-2277
Phone: (949) 833-3888
Fax: (949) 833-8858
jwce@jwce.com

Optional Endless Bagger
Western Customer Service
2600 S. Garnsey St.
Santa Ana, CA 92707, USA
Toll Free: (800) 331-8783
Phone: (770) 271-2106
Fax: (770) 925-9406
jwce@jwce.com

Eastern Customer Service
4485 Commerce Dr, Ste 109
Buford, GA 30518, USA
Toll Free: (800) 331-8783
Phone: (770) 271-2106
Fax: (770) 925-9406
jwce@jwce.com

www.jwce.com
©2013 JWC Environmental. JWCE’s Santa Ana and Costa Mesa California facilities are registered by UL to ISO9001:2008 #10001313 QM8. JWC International Congleton, UK is registered by QAS to ISO9001:2008 File #A13056. U.S. patents apply: 4,919,346; 5,060,872; 5,320,286; 5,333,801; 5,354,004;
5,478,020; 5,505,388; 5,593,100; 6,176,443; 6,332,984; 7,073,433; 7,080,650; 7,081,171; 7,086,405; 7,383,842; 7,771,589; RE37,550E; RE37,349E; RE40,422; RE39,948E. Additional patents pending and international patents also apply.
(SRS Family-13-EN)

Hycor Helisieve Plus Septage Receiving Station
Model HLSPSR
®

®

A self-contained septage pre-treatment system

Two septage receiving stations set up as
income producers for a private enterprise

User-friendly, maintenance-free septage pre-treatment protects downstream processes.

The Hycor Helisieve Plus Septage Receiving
Station can turn your plant into a professional
septage receiving facility overnight – without
additional manpower or major retrofit.
®

®

Helisieve Plus is a self-contained system that
pre-treats septage by removing solids, including
rags, rocks and plastics prior to introduction to
plant processes. If not removed, these solids can
foul pumps, digesters and other downstream
equipment. The Helisieve Plus unit removes these
troublesome solids and dewaters them for landfill.
It’s fast, easy and effective. Haulers simply hook up
to the unit, discharge their load and are on their
way again in minutes. Incoming flow is automatically
regulated by a control valve to prevent overflow.
Odors are contained in the stainless steel
receiving tank.

With special options, the Helisieve Plus unit can
become an automatic, self-operating septage
receiving station with a coded security system
and automatic load volume measurement for
billing purposes. Additional options, such as pH
and conductivity sensors shut down the system
if levels fall outside pre-set ranges.
Screening is performed in a screen basket with
1/4" openings which allows the septage to pass
through and captures the solids. The screenings
are conveyed by a shaftless spiral to the dewatering
zone where they are dewatered for landfill.

A heavy-duty spiral conveys the screenings to
a dewatering zone

The shaftless spiral is fabricated of heavy carbon
steel, double flighted for added durability. Because
there is no center shaft, sticks, rags, stringy
materials and rocks won’t get caught up in the
conveying spiral.
The entire process is simple to operate and
maintain. The shaftless spiral has no submerged
bearings or intermediate hanger bearings. A
rugged brush mounted to the spiral continually
wipes the screen basket clean. After a load is
screened, a spray system automatically washes
the tank interior.

Fast payback
A Helisieve Plus Septage Receiving Station
prevents plant upsets and protects downstream
equipment. It reduces hauling and landfill costs by
dewatering the screenings for landfill and may
even generate revenue for your plant. Payback
time varies with the market price for septage
acceptance.
®

Advantages
• High capacity facilitates fast
unloading – an average of ten
minutes
• Level control automatically regulates
septage feed and prevents overflow
• 1/4" round screen openings remove
troublesome solids and protect the
process
• Dewatering reduces weight and
volume and prepares screenings for
landfill
• Fully enclosed stainless steel
housing reduces odors
• Low maintenance – shaftless
transport spiral has no submerged
bearings

The Helisieve Plus Septage Receiving Station
System turns plants into professional receiving
stations overnight
®

• Automatic washdown – spray
headers wash the tank interior after
shutdown
• Optional security access system
allows 24-hour access for
pre-qualified haulers
• Optional flow meter and totalizer
provide computerized monthly
billing
• Optional pH and metal conductivity
sensors prevent acceptance of “off
spec” loads
In-channel models are also available

Fort Lauderdale
ISO 9001:2008 Certified
Quality Management System
AN AXEL JOHNSON INC. COMPANY

Chicago

Montreal

Dubai

www.parkson.com
technology@parkson.com
1.888.PARKSON
1.954.974.6610

SEPT-HLSPSR020109 ©2009 Parkson Corporation
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Engineered for Heavy Solids Loading
Screening septage or heavy sludge comes with a long list of problems.
The two most commonly identified are the inability to handle the heavy
solids and long truck unloading times. These are not really problems, but
rather the result of not having the proper equipment for the application.
The Flo-SeptageStation DM has been engineered specifically for septage
and heavy solids loading applications.
Unique Tank Design. Standard tank designs promote solids sedimentation.
The DM has a two-stage tank that creates a narrow inlet so septage is
fed directly into the screen cylinder. The hopper trough extends beyond
the cylinder opening which reduces screenings recycle and support arms
have been eliminated to prevent ragging.
Dual Drive System. This feature enables the screen basket and auger to
operate independently. The speed of the auger is increased to provide
faster solids removal while the speed of the screen basket is decreased
to improve screening efficiency.
Angle of Inclination. The drum screen sits at a 25° angle which promotes
increased capture and transport of solids for faster unloading.

Sequence of Operation. As septage enters the tank, it is discharged
directly into the rotating screen drum. As the screen rotates, solids are
captured on flights that carry the solids around the drum and deposit
them into the auger trough.
From the trough, solids are conveyed by the auger into the washing zone
and then to dewatering. The percent of dryness achieved is dependent
upon the solids concentration at the influent and the type of solids
Municipal septage

Industrial septage

being dewatered.

Clean water flow

4
Angle of
inclination
is 25°

Two-stage tank
design narrows
the inlet

9

No support arms on
11 the influent side of
the screen drum

10
3
Heavy duty
industrial bearing
assembly

Dual seal on the
screen cylinder

Trough extends
beyond the
screen opening

8

Features & Benefits
1 Engineered for large septage screening applications and high solids
loadings - Each feature solves a specific problem associated with
these applications.
2 Flo-Drum wastewater screen design unit in a tank - A screen that can
handle heavy solids loading.
3 Screen is mounted using a large diameter, single row, heavy duty
industrial bearing assembly with a built in grease fitting - Better
resistance to axial and radial loading with fewer maintenance points.
4 Two-stage tank design narrows the inlet - Solids are fed directly into
the screen basket which prevents sedimentation.
5 Dual drive system - Drum and auger are driven independently to
optimize solids removal.
6 The auger is run at a faster speed - Removes material more quickly.
7 The screen cylinder is run at a slower speed - Produces better solids
capture and cleaning of the screen.

8 Dual seal on the screen cylinder - Prevents bypass and improves
capture rate to 65%.
9 Angle of inclination is 25° - Screen handles more solids and removes
them faster.
10 Trough extends beyond the screen opening - Reduces screenings
recycle by preventing solids from dropping out of the front of the
screen basket.
11 No support arms on the influent side of the screen drum - Nothing to
snag and accumulate long stringy solids.
12 Eliminates brushes inside the screen basket - Less extrusion and
manipulation of the screenings for better capture.
13 Additional monitoring options and security access may be added Controls can be as basic or as sophisticated as required.
14 Optional bagger is available - Maintains a cleaner screenings area.

Phone: 815.636.8306 • Fax: 815.636.8302 • E-Mail: ecsales@Enviro-Care.com • www.Enviro-Care.com

Specifications
Drum Screen OD
Capacity (based on 3-4% solids content)
Screen media
Openings
Angle of inclination
Wash water pressure
Drive motor - Drum Screen
Drive motor - Shafted Screw
Controls
Voltage

mm
gpm
mm
bar
Kw
Kw
V-Hz

1000
1200
525
650
Perforated plate
5 and 6
25°
5-8
1.1
1.1
0.75
0.75
NEMA 4X/7
240/480 V – 60 Hz

1400
875

1.1
0.75

Materials of Construction
Screen media
Transport tube
Shafted screw
Tank, piping, supports, end plates
Fasteners

AISI 304 SS (316 Optional)
AISI 304 SS (316 Optional)
ST52-3 Alloy Steel (304/316 SS Optional)
AISI 304 SS (316 Optional)
AISI 304 SS (316 Optional)

Enviro-Care has been manufacturing liquid/solid separation and
solids reduction technology for the wastewater industry since 1972.
These unique products are engineered for high process efficiency,
reduced maintenance and low energy consumption.

With the addition of new screens, MBR Pre-treatment systems,
washing/dewatering options, and complete sludge/septage screening
systems; Enviro-Care products can be found providing the same
exceptional quality and cost-effective technology in more wastewater
applications than ever before.

Flo-Drum MBR Pre-treatment Screen

Flo-MultiRake Fine Bar Screen

Flo-Drum Rotating Screen

Flo-MultiRake Perforated Media Screen

Flo-DrumSieve Externally-fed Rotating
Drum Screen

Flo-Press Hydraulic Ram Press

Flo-GritWash Grit Classifying and
Washing System
Flo-Minutor Solids Reduction Comminutor

Flo-RotoDrum Internally-fed Rotating
Drum Screen

Flo-SeptageStation DM Heavy Solids Loading
Screening System
Flo-Sieve Shaftless Spiral Screening
Conveying, Washing and Dewatering System
Flo-Spiral Shaftless Spiral Conveyor

Flo-Screen Bar Screen

Flo-Station SR Septage Receiving System

Flo-Screen XD Extended Discharge Bar Screen

Flo-WashPress Washer Compactor

Flo-MultiRake Coarse Bar Screen

Enviro-Care is the exclusive licensee for SAVI S.R.L. technologies in North America.

5701 Industrial Avenue
Rockford, IL 61111
P. 815.636.8306 • F: 815.636.8302

ecsales@Enviro-Care.com
www.Enviro-Care.com

© 2012 Enviro-Care
FDE-0612
Revision: A

Appendix C
Installation References

Name of Facility:
Name:
Position:
Telephone No.:
Date:

Fox River Grove WWTP, Illinois
John Winterton
Chief Operator, Lab Technician
(847) 639-8360
December 13, 2013

1.

Manufacturer: Lakeside Equipment Corporation
Model:
Unknown
Capacity:
Unknown

2.

Year installed: 2005

3.

Type of Septage Accepted:
Residential waste is accepted, but other types of septage are also accepted.

4.

How are trucks typically connected to the septage receiving station?
Trucks connect via a camlock.

5.

Does the equipment have a rock trap? If so, how well is it working? How often do
rocks need to be removed? How are rocks removed? Who typically removes the
rocks?
Yes. The rock trap is the biggest problem. The rock trap is full within a week.
Rocks are removed once a week. Timely removal of the rocks from the rock trap is
difficult because the WWTP is understaffed. J. Winterton would prefer to have
rocks removed from the rock trap two times per week.

6.

Does the equipment have a chopper/grinder pump? If so, how well is it working?
Yes. The grinder equipment is working well. There are no issues. No repairs
have been needed. Solids from the grinder pump are discharged to a dumpster.

7.

How clean/dirty are the screenings?
Screenings are clean.

8.

Any problems with the screens? Tearing or plugging? Clogged with grease, hair,
or stringy material?
None.

9.

Is the equipment located in a building or covered? Outdoors? If outdoors, any
issues with corrosion?
The stainless steel equipment is located in a building with a 20,000 gallon holding
tank located outdoors.
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10. Does the equipment have a Data Management or Access Card Station with a card
reader for trucks? If so, how well is it working?
Yes. Haulers use access cards. The access card system records the volume of
septage that is discharged. The information collected is used for billing purposes.
11. How easy/difficult is it to use equipment?
Equipment is easy to use.
12. How often is maintenance typically performed? What type of maintenance is
involved? How long does it take to perform maintenance?
Routine maintenance is performed. Equipment is cleaned each week and
lubricated each month.
13. Is there anything that makes maintenance difficult to perform? Hard to access?
Design of equipment?
None.
14. Have there been any problems with the equipment? If so, how often are repairs
needed? Any breakdowns in the equipment?
Occasionally, equipment clogs due to large debris passing through the hose.
Equipment had a gasket leak.
If operations staff members do not empty the rock trap in a timely fashion, the rock
trap affects the operation of the septage receiving equipment.
15. Other issues? Grease? Odors? Noise?
The facility has received some odor complaints. Operations staff members added
a deodorizer and explored bleach and chlorine options, but have not yet
implemented either option.
16. General impression of the equipment? Any specific problems or issues?
Equipment operates well. J. Winterton would prefer a larger rock trap to prevent
clogging, but due to space available, larger equipment would not fit.
17. Any suggestions for improvement in the layout, materials selection, and overall
design of the system?
J. Winterton would prefer to have the 20,000 gallon holding tank located further
away from the plant to allow more time for the septage to reach the plant. The
septage shocks the treatment process, but the shock is manageable.
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Name of Facility:
Name:
Position:
Telephone No.:
Date:

Wheaton Sanitary District, Illinois
Sue Baert
Superintendent
(630) 668-1515
December 17, 2013

1.

Manufacturer: Lakeside Equipment Corporation
Model:
Unknown, three each
Capacity:
Unknown

2.

Year installed: 2002

3.

Type of Septage Accepted:
Septic tank and chemical toilet wastes are accepted.

4.

How are trucks typically connected to the septage receiving station?
Trucks connect via a camlock.

5.

Does the equipment have a rock trap? If so, how well is it working? How often do
rocks need to be removed? How are rocks removed? Who typically removes the
rocks?
Yes. The rock trap is working well. The rock trap is cleaned each week. Rocks
are removed using a bucket. Two operations staff members manually remove the
rocks.

6.

Does the equipment have a chopper/grinder pump? If so, how well is it working?
No.

7.

How clean/dirty are the screenings?
Screenings are washed. Screenings are mostly clean.

8.

Any problems with the screens? Tearing or plugging? Clogged with grease, hair,
or stringy material?
There are no problems with the screens.

9.

Is the equipment located in a building or covered? Outdoors? If outdoors, any
issues with corrosion?
Equipment is located in a building.

10. Does the equipment have a Data Management or Access Card Station with a card
reader for trucks? If so, how well is it working?
Yes. The data management and access card system are working well.
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11. How easy/difficult is it to use equipment?
Haulers are provided with detailed standard operating procedures with instructions
for starting the equipment with an access code, entering a truck code, discharging
septage and filling out forms. The septage receiving system is metered, and
haulers record discharge information on a waste manifest form. If discharge
information on the waste manifest form differs from the septage receiving station
report, haulers are contacted.
12. How often is maintenance typically performed? What type of maintenance is
involved? How long does it take to perform maintenance?
Maintenance is performed quarterly. Gearbox oil is changed and solenoids are
checked.
13. Is there anything that makes maintenance difficult to perform? Hard to access?
Design of equipment?
None.
14. Have there been any problems with the equipment? If so, how often are repairs
needed? Any breakdowns in the equipment?
None.
15. Other issues? Grease? Odors? Noise?
When haulers are unloading septage, there are odor issues. Odors from
screenings are noticeable near the dumpster. There is no odor control system, but
occasionally, Byo-Gon, an organic biostimulant, is added to septage to reduce
odors.
16. General impression of the equipment? Any specific problems or issues?
Equipment operates well. S. Baert likes the septage receiving equipment. There
are two septage receiving units at the Headworks facility and a third unit for scum
near the primary treatment. Grease can accumulate in the scum unit if the unit is
not cleaned with a steam cleaner each month.
The septage is discharged through a hose into the septage receiving unit where
rags, rocks, etc. are removed. The septage flows through a grit separator and grit
is discharged to a below grade tank that is cleaned each month.
17. Any suggestions for improvement in the layout, materials selection, and overall
design of the system?
None.
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Name of Facility:
Name:
Position:
Telephone No.:
Date:

American Pipe & Tank Service, Florida
George Conomos
President, Owner
(352) 236-4281
December 18, 2013

1.

Manufacturer: Lakeside Equipment Corporation
Model:
Unknown, two each
Capacity:
1500 gpm

2.

Year installed: 2002, 2005

3.

Type of Septage Accepted:
Septic tank and grease trap wastes are accepted.

4.

How are trucks typically connected to the septage receiving station?
Trucks connect via a camlock.

5.

Does the equipment have a rock trap? If so, how well is it working? How often do
rocks need to be removed? How are rocks removed? Who typically removes the
rocks?
Yes. The rock trap is working well. The plant operator checks the rock trap each
day.

6.

Does the equipment have a chopper/grinder pump? If so, how well is it working?
No.

7.

How clean/dirty are the screenings?
Screenings are clean.

8.

Any problems with the screens? Tearing or plugging? Clogged with grease, hair,
or stringy material?
None.

9.

Is the equipment located in a building or covered? Outdoors? If outdoors, any
issues with corrosion?
Equipment is located outdoors under a covered structure. Equipment is stainless
steel; there are no issues with corrosion.
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10. Does the equipment have a Data Management or Access Card Station with a card
reader for trucks? If so, how well is it working?
No. The facility is privately owned.
11. How easy/difficult is it to use equipment?
Equipment is easy to use.
12. How often is maintenance typically performed? What type of maintenance is
involved? How long does it take to perform maintenance?
Routine maintenance is performed. Equipment is checked each day to ensure
equipment is operating smoothly. Equipment is checked for blockage and gearbox
oil is changed.
13. Is there anything that makes maintenance difficult to perform? Hard to access?
Design of equipment?
None.
14. Have there been any problems with the equipment? If so, how often are repairs
needed? Any breakdowns in the equipment?
None.
15. Other issues? Grease? Odors? Noise?
None.
16. General impression of the equipment? Any specific problems or issues?
G. Conomos would highly recommend the Lakeside Raptor septage receiving
equipment. Prior to installing the septage receiving equipment, G. Conomos
considered several manufacturers. G. Conomos preferred the Lakeside Raptor
septage receiving equipment. After installing one unit in 2002, an additional unit
was installed in 2005.
17. Any suggestions for improvement in the layout, materials selection, and overall
design of the system?
None.
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Name of Facility:
Name:
Position:
Telephone No.:
Date:

Shady Hills WWTP, Florida
Michael Pierson
Unknown
(727) 856-5251
January 2, 2014

1.

Manufacturer: Lakeside Equipment Corporation
Model:
Unknown, four each
Capacity:
400 gpm

2.

Year installed: 2004

3.

Type of Septage Accepted:
Residential, cesspool, and portable toilet wastes are accepted.

4.

How are trucks typically connected to the septage receiving station?
Trucks connect via a camlock.

5.

Does the equipment have a rock trap? If so, how well is it working? How often do
rocks need to be removed? How are rocks removed? Who typically removes the
rocks?
No.

6.

Does the equipment have a chopper/grinder pump? If so, how well is it working?
No.

7.

How clean/dirty are the screenings?
Screenings are dirty.

8.

Any problems with the screens? Tearing or plugging? Clogged with grease, hair,
or stringy material?
Occasionally, the screens clog with rags.

9.

Is the equipment located in a building or covered? Outdoors? If outdoors, any
issues with corrosion?
The stainless steel equipment is located in a building.

10. Does the equipment have a Data Management or Access Card Station with a card
reader for trucks? If so, how well is it working?
No.
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11. How easy/difficult is it to use equipment?
Equipment is easy to use.
12. How often is maintenance typically performed? What type of maintenance is
involved? How long does it take to perform maintenance?
Routine maintenance is performed. Rocks and large debris are manually removed
each day. Equipment is checked each day for clogging.
13. Is there anything that makes maintenance difficult to perform? Hard to access?
Design of equipment?
Equipment is accessible.
14. Have there been any problems with the equipment? If so, how often are repairs
needed? Any breakdowns in the equipment?
Equipment has broken down, but not frequently.
15. Other issues? Grease? Odors? Noise?
Food, oil and grease are processed through the septage receiving units.
16. General impression of the equipment? Any specific problems or issues?
M. Pierson likes the septage receiving equipment. M. Pierson recommends
following maintenance guidelines to keep septage receiving equipment clean and
to prevent problems or equipment breakdowns.
17. Any suggestions for improvement in the layout, materials selection, and overall
design of the system?
The facility has four units, two units for septage and two units for grease.
M. Pierson recommends handling grease separately.
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Name of Facility:
Name:
Position:
Telephone No.:
Date:

Kahuku WWTP, Hawaii
Terry Onizuka
Supervisor
(808) 216-6783
February 10, 2014

1.

Manufacturer: Lakeside Equipment Corporation
Model:
Unknown
Capacity:
Unknown

2.

Year installed: 1998

3.

Type of Septage Accepted:
Septic tank and cesspool wastes are accepted.

4.

How are trucks typically connected to the septage receiving station?
Unknown.

5.

Does the equipment have a rock trap? If so, how well is it working? How often do
rocks need to be removed? How are rocks removed? Who typically removes the
rocks?
No. The septage receiving equipment has a grit chamber.

6.

Does the equipment have a chopper/grinder pump? If so, how well is it working?
No.

7.

How clean/dirty are the screenings?
Unknown.

8.

Any problems with the screens? Tearing or plugging? Clogged with grease, hair,
or stringy material?
There are no problems with the screen. The screen has not been replaced since
installation in 1998. The screen is operational. The motor has been replaced four
times and the gearbox has been replaced one time since installation in 1998.

9.

Is the equipment located in a building or covered? Outdoors? If outdoors, any
issues with corrosion?
The equipment is located outdoors. There are corrosion issues, which is typical for
the location of the facility.
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10. Does the equipment have a Data Management or Access Card Station with a card
reader for trucks? If so, how well is it working?
No.
11. How easy/difficult is it to use equipment?
Equipment is easy to use.
12. How often is maintenance typically performed? What type of maintenance is
involved? How long does it take to perform maintenance?
Routine maintenance is performed. Equipment is lubricated and valves are
checked.
13. Is there anything that makes maintenance difficult to perform? Hard to access?
Design of equipment?
Equipment components are accessible for maintenance.
14. Have there been any problems with the equipment? If so, how often are repairs
needed? Any breakdowns in the equipment?
No.
15. Other issues? Grease? Odors? Noise?
When haulers are unloading septage, there are odor issues. The facility has odor
control at the Headworks Building. However, the facility does not use the odor
control system.
16. General impression of the equipment? Any specific problems or issues?
T. Onizuka likes the septage receiving equipment. Equipment is dependable and
operational.
Occasionally, there have been some software problems with the programmable
logic controllers.
17. Any suggestions for improvement in the layout, materials selection, and overall
design of the system?
None.
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Name of Facility:
Name:
Position:
Telephone No.:
Date:

Delphos WWTP, Ohio
Todd Teman
Superintendent
(419) 692-0991
December 18, 2013

1.

Manufacturer: JWC Environmental
Model:
SRS3235
Capacity:
Unknown

2.

Year installed: 2006

3.

Type of Septage Accepted:
Residential waste is accepted.

4.

How are trucks typically connected to the septage receiving station?
Trucks connect via a camlock.

5.

Does the equipment have a rock trap? If so, how well is it working? How often do
rocks need to be removed? How are rocks removed? Who typically removes the
rocks?
Yes. The rock trap is working well, but the rock trap is undersized.

6.

Does the equipment have a chopper/grinder pump? If so, how well is it working?
Yes. The grinder equipment is working well.

7.

How clean/dirty are the screenings?
Screenings are clean.

8.

Any problems with the screens? Tearing or plugging? Clogged with grease, hair,
or stringy material?
None.

9.

Is the equipment located in a building or covered? Outdoors? If outdoors, any
issues with corrosion?
Equipment is located in the Headworks Building.
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10. Does the equipment have a Data Management or Access Card Station with a card
reader for trucks? If so, how well is it working?
Yes. The data management and access card system are working well. Haulers
use an access card to start the septage receiving equipment. The access card
system is located outdoors. The screen and keyboard of the access card system
have deteriorated from outdoor exposure. The access card equipment was sent to
the manufacturer for repair. The screen and keyboard of the access card system
were replaced and cost approximately $300.
11. How easy/difficult is it to use equipment?
Equipment is easy to use.
Haulers use access cards to begin septage metering. Haulers receive a printed
receipt after discharging septage. At the end of each month, the information
collected is used for billing purposes.
12. How often is maintenance typically performed? What type of maintenance is
involved? How long does it take to perform maintenance?
Routine maintenance is performed. Equipment is lubricated.
13. Is there anything that makes maintenance difficult to perform? Hard to access?
Design of equipment?
None.
14. Have there been any problems with the equipment? If so, how often are repairs
needed? Any breakdowns in the equipment?
None.
15. Other issues? Grease? Odors? Noise?
None.
16. General impression of the equipment? Any specific problems or issues?
T. Teman likes the septage receiving equipment.
17. Any suggestions for improvement in the layout, materials selection, and overall
design of the system?
T. Teman would prefer a larger rock trap for the septage receiving equipment.
T. Teman would prefer the access card system be located indoors or covered to
prevent the access card system from being affected by weather.
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Name of Facility:
Name:
Position:
Telephone No.:
Date:

Nashville Central WWTP, Tennessee
Darryl Schutt
Head of the Liquids Processing Group
(615) 862-4963
December 18, 2013

1.

Manufacturer: JWC Environmental
Model:
SRS3235-XE
Capacity:
400 gpm

2.

Year installed: 2011

3.

Type of Septage Accepted:
Portable toilet and cesspool wastes are accepted.

4.

How are trucks typically connected to the septage receiving station?
Trucks connect via a camlock.

5.

Does the equipment have a rock trap? If so, how well is it working? How often do
rocks need to be removed? How are rocks removed? Who typically removes the
rocks?
Yes. The rock trap is working well. Haulers manually remove the rocks after
discharging septage. Rocks are removed from the rock trap after removing the
rock trap cover.

6.

Does the equipment have a chopper/grinder pump? If so, how well is it working?
Yes. The facility has a Muffin Monster grinder. The equipment is working well.

7.

How clean/dirty are the screenings?
Screenings are dirty.

8.

Any problems with the screens? Tearing or plugging? Clogged with grease, hair,
or stringy material?
None.

9.

Is the equipment located in a building or covered? Outdoors? If outdoors, any
issues with corrosion?
Equipment is located outdoors. There are no issues with corrosion.

10. Does the equipment have a Data Management or Access Card Station with a card
reader for trucks? If so, how well is it working?
Yes. The access card system is working well.
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11. How easy/difficult is it to use equipment?
Equipment is easy to use.
12. How often is maintenance typically performed? What type of maintenance is
involved? How long does it take to perform maintenance?
Maintenance is performed periodically. The Muffin Monster grinder equipment is
cleaned.
13. Is there anything that makes maintenance difficult to perform? Hard to access?
Design of equipment?
None.
14. Have there been any problems with the equipment? If so, how often are repairs
needed? Any breakdowns in the equipment?
There are some issues with material drying out, which causes the material to clog
the auger of the septage receiving equipment.
15. Other issues? Grease? Odors? Noise?
None.
16. General impression of the equipment? Any specific problems or issues?
None.
17. Any suggestions for improvement in the layout, materials selection, and overall
design of the system?
None.
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Name of Facility:
Name:
Position:
Telephone No.:
Date:

Grand Traverse Band, Michigan
Joseph Huhn
Superintendent
(231) 499-4235
December 18, 2013

1.

Manufacturer: JWC Environmental
Model:
SRS3235-XE
Capacity:
400 gpm

2.

Year installed: 2010

3.

Type of Septage Accepted:
Holding tank and septic tank wastes are accepted.

4.

How are trucks typically connected to the septage receiving station?
Trucks connect via a three-inch camlock.

5.

Does the equipment have a rock trap? If so, how well is it working? How often do
rocks need to be removed? How are rocks removed? Who typically removes the
rocks?
Yes. The rock trap is working well. The rock trap is cleaned each day, after 6,000
to 9,000 gallons of septage is discharged.

6.

Does the equipment have a chopper/grinder pump? If so, how well is it working?
No.

7.

How clean/dirty are the screenings?
Screenings are clean and relatively dry.

8.

Any problems with the screens? Tearing or plugging? Clogged with grease, hair,
or stringy material?
None.

9.

Is the equipment located in a building or covered? Outdoors? If outdoors, any
issues with corrosion?
Equipment is located indoors. An exhaust blower was installed indoors to remove
odors and gases from the septage receiving equipment.
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10. Does the equipment have a Data Management or Access Card Station with a card
reader for trucks? If so, how well is it working?
Yes. The access card system is working well. Occasionally, paper jams are
experienced with the printed paper receipts.
11. How easy/difficult is it to use equipment?
Equipment is easy to use.
12. How often is maintenance typically performed? What type of maintenance is
involved? How long does it take to perform maintenance?
Maintenance is performed semi-annually. Motor bearings are lubricated, which
takes approximately one hour.
13. Is there anything that makes maintenance difficult to perform? Hard to access?
Design of equipment?
There are some issues with removing small rocks. The auger has problems
collecting small rocks. Operations staff members manually remove the small
rocks.
14. Have there been any problems with the equipment? If so, how often are repairs
needed? Any breakdowns in the equipment?
None.
15. Other issues? Grease? Odors? Noise?
There are some odor issues due to the type of septage accepted. An exhaust
blower is used to minimize odors.
16. General impression of the equipment? Any specific problems or issues?
Equipment is good. There are no mechanical issues.
17. Any suggestions for improvement in the layout, materials selection, and overall
design of the system?
Occasionally, the line between the discharge connection and the septage receiving
equipment experiences blockage or freezes during winter. However, freezing
would likely not be an issue in a warmer climate.
When haulers use the access card, a valve opens. The valve was installed next to
the flow meter in a low section of pipe to maintain full pipe flow for metering
purposes. The location of the valve causes solids to accumulate, which prevents
the valve from closing completely. It is recommended the valve be installed closer
to the discharge connection or in a section of pipe that does not contain a low
point.
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Name of Facility:
Name:
Position:
Telephone No.:
Date:

County of Queens Municipality, Nova Scotia
Adam Grant
Assistant Director of Engineering and Works
(902) 354-7157
December 19, 2013

1.

Manufacturer: JWC Environmental
Model:
SRS3235-XE
Capacity:
400 gpm

2.

Year installed: 2010

3.

Type of Septage Accepted:
Cesspool, portable toilet and privy wastes are accepted. Sludge from neighboring
sewage treatment facilities and fish processing plants is also accepted.

4.

How are trucks typically connected to the septage receiving station?
Trucks connect via a four-inch camlock.

5.

Does the equipment have a rock trap? If so, how well is it working? How often do
rocks need to be removed? How are rocks removed? Who typically removes the
rocks?
Yes. Most of the septage is discharged from 3,000 gallon trucks. Each truck load
typically contains less than three gallons of rocks. The rock trap is piped directly
into a concrete basin that can be washed down to remove sludge material.
Operators empty the rock trap each day.

6.

Does the equipment have a chopper/grinder pump? If so, how well is it working?
Yes. The grinder equipment is working well. The grinder reduces clogging of the
septage receiving equipment.

7.

How clean/dirty are the screenings?
Screenings are discharged directly into a bag. The bags tear easily, but help to
contain odors within the building. Screenings are mostly plastic materials and
other manufactured materials that are less soluble in water.

8.

Any problems with the screens? Tearing or plugging? Clogged with grease, hair,
or stringy material?
None. The facility cannot foresee the screens ever tearing or plugging.
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9.

Is the equipment located in a building or covered? Outdoors? If outdoors, any
issues with corrosion?
Equipment is located indoors.

10. Does the equipment have a Data Management or Access Card Station with a card
reader for trucks? If so, how well is it working?
Yes. The access card system is working well. There were some issues training
contractors how to use the data management system. After three years in
operation, most of the issues have been resolved. The system is operated
automatically and operators check the site two to three times each day.
11. How easy/difficult is it to use equipment?
Equipment is easy to use.
12. How often is maintenance typically performed? What type of maintenance is
involved? How long does it take to perform maintenance?
Equipment is checked each day, Monday through Friday. Operators check the
equipment three times each day and clean the equipment one to two times each
day. The rock trap is emptied and the concrete basin is washed down each day.
The process area is cleaned with bleach to help remove odors and scum from the
floors each month.
The site required that a pump station be constructed outside the facility to
discharge the material that passes through the screens to the sanitary sewage
system. The pump station wetwell has submersible pumps that are constantly
plugged from sediment that passes through the screens. A vacuum truck is used
to remove the sediment every six to eight weeks. The facility is planning to install a
sediment trap prior to the pump station to intercept grit material.
13. Is there anything that makes maintenance difficult to perform? Hard to access?
Design of equipment?
None.
14. Have there been any problems with the equipment? If so, how often are repairs
needed? Any breakdowns in the equipment?
The JWC programmable logic control failed after 16 months of operation.
Equipment was shutdown for six weeks while waiting for a replacement.
15. Other issues? Grease? Odors? Noise?
Equipment is noisy inside the building. The noise prevents operators from being
able to converse while the equipment is operating. Odors are noticeable when
haulers are discharging.
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16. General impression of the equipment? Any specific problems or issues?
The rock trap is severely undersized. Large rocks are caught in the small
collection piping.
There are issues with a hauler that pumps portable toilets. Approximately one out
of ten loads contains bulk amounts of toilet paper, which clog the inlet pipe of the
septage receiving equipment.
Typically, the septage receiving station receives 5,000 to 15,000 gallons per day.
A. Grant has no experience with other septage receiving equipment, but overall,
the septage receiving equipment operates well. There are no major problems with
the septage receiving equipment.
17. Any suggestions for improvement in the layout, materials selection, and overall
design of the system?
A. Grant would recommend building a shelter for the access card control panel.
The access card control panel was exposed to moisture and direct sunlight.
The unloading area has a sunken pad with approximately 12 inches of slope. The
pad provides a good slope that allows solids to move to one end of the truck during
unloading. A hose bibb was installed for haulers to wash down the pad after
unloading. When haulers disconnect the camlock fitting, some septage spills onto
the slab. A catch basin was installed in the center of the slab to collect water from
wash down.
An air operated knife gate valve was installed below the rock trap. The
programmable logic controller opens the knife gate valve at the completion of every
unloading cycle. A larger door for a backhoe or skidsteer loader to access the rock
trap area was included to facilitate rock trap cleaning. However, the rock trap does
not require as much maintenance as anticipated.
18. Other comments:
A. Grant believes the screen is too coarse or solids exiting the grinder are too fine.
In 2011, the facility received 4,373 tons of septage with 9.57 tons of solids
screened. In 2012, the facility received 4,082 tons of septage with 7.46 tons of
solids screened, averaging to 0.2 percent of screened material. A. Grant believes
the screenings percentage should be higher, or closer to five percent.
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Name of Facility:
Name:
Position:
Telephone No.:
Date:

El Portal WWTP, California
George Harders
Supervisor
(209) 379-1828
February 11, 2014

1.

Manufacturer: Parkson
Model:
HLS400PSR
Capacity:
400 gpm

2.

Year installed: 1996

3.

Type of Septage Accepted:
Septic tank and portable toilet wastes are accepted from waste haulers within the
national park.

4.

How are trucks typically connected to the septage receiving station?
Trucks connect via a camlock.

5.

Does the equipment have a rock trap? If so, how well is it working? How often do
rocks need to be removed? How are rocks removed? Who typically removes the
rocks?
No.

6.

Does the equipment have a chopper/grinder pump? If so, how well is it working?
No.

7.

How clean/dirty are the screenings?
Screenings are dirty.

8.

Any problems with the screens? Tearing or plugging? Clogged with grease, hair,
or stringy material?
Occasionally, the screen clogs with rocks and rags. Operations staff members
manually remove the rocks and rags.
The screen has not been replaced since installation in 1996. The screen is
operational.

9.

Is the equipment located in a building or covered? Outdoors? If outdoors, any
issues with corrosion?
Unknown.
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10. Does the equipment have a Data Management or Access Card Station with a card
reader for trucks? If so, how well is it working?
Yes, the equipment has a touch pad access system without an access card.
G. Harders would prefer to update to the metering and access card system.
11. How easy/difficult is it to use equipment?
Equipment is easy to use.
12. How often is maintenance typically performed? What type of maintenance is
involved? How long does it take to perform maintenance?
Routine maintenance is performed quarterly. Gearbox oil is changed and wear
bars are checked.
13. Is there anything that makes maintenance difficult to perform? Hard to access?
Design of equipment?
Equipment components are accessible for maintenance.
14. Have there been any problems with the equipment? If so, how often are repairs
needed? Any breakdowns in the equipment?
Because of the equipment age, there have been some issues with the level
sensors. The level sensors are not operating properly. G. Harders would like to
replace the level sensors.
15. Other issues? Grease? Odors? Noise?
Occasionally, haulers discharge grease at the facility. Grease plugs the screen.
Operations staff members wash down the screen to remove grease.
Odors are minimized by washing down septage receiving equipment on a regular
basis.
16. General impression of the equipment? Any specific problems or issues?
Overall, equipment is operational. There are issues related to service from
Parkson. G. Harders has had difficulties contacting and obtaining help from the
manufacturer. G. Harders would prefer to have better customer service to help
repair and replace older equipment parts.
17. Any suggestions for improvement in the layout, materials selection, and overall
design of the system?
None.
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Name of Facility:
Name:
Position:
Email:
Date:

C.A.D.F. S.p.A., Italy
Carlo Bariani
Technical Manager
carlo.bariani@cadf.it
February 10, 2014

1.

Manufacturer: Enviro-Care/SAVI*
Model:
FD 1200 DM
Capacity:
660 gpm

2.

Year installed: 2012

3.

Type of Septage Accepted:
Septic tank and Imhoff tank wastes are accepted.

4.

Are there any problems with the equipment handling septage loads that contain
large amounts of rocks?
No. Equipment is able to handle rocks and other heavy objects.

5.

How clean/dirty are the screenings?
Screenings are washed and dewatered.

6.

Any problems with the drum screen? Tearing or plugging? Clogged with grease,
hair, or stringy material?
There are no problems with the drum screen.

7.

Is the equipment located in a building or covered? Outdoors? If outdoors, any
issues with corrosion?
Equipment is located outdoors.

8.

Does the equipment have a Data Management or Access Card Station with a card
reader for trucks? If so, how well is it working?
No.

9.

How easy/difficult is it to use equipment?
Equipment is operated automatically and easy to use.

10. How often is maintenance typically performed? What type of maintenance is
involved? How long does it take to perform maintenance?
Routine maintenance is performed. Equipment is lubricated.
*Note: Enviro-Care is the exclusive licensee for SAVI S.R.L. technologies in North America.
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11. Is there anything that makes maintenance difficult to perform? Hard to access?
Design of equipment?
Unknown.
12. Have there been any problems with the equipment? If so, how often are repairs
needed? Any breakdowns in the equipment?
There are no problems with the septage receiving equipment.
The septage receiving equipment was initially operating with a lower wash water
delivery pressure than the manufacturer recommended five bar (72 pounds per
square inch (psi)) before the wash water system was completed. Operating at a
lower wash water delivery pressure created some problems with cleaning the tank
upstream of the drum screen. The cleaning issue was resolved when the
recommended wash water delivery pressure was provided.
Occasionally, rags are trapped around the shaft in the compaction zone.
Operations staff manually cut and remove the rags.
13. Other issues? Grease? Odors? Noise?
Equipment is quiet. Equipment is fully enclosed and odors are contained.
Screenings are washed, dewatered and discharged directly into a bag.
14. General impression of the equipment? Any specific problems or issues?
C. Bariani believes the septage receiving equipment operates well and provides
better solids separation and total discharge time compared to other European
septage receiving equipment.
15. Any suggestions for improvement in the layout, materials selection, and overall
design of the system?
None.
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Name of Facility:
Name:
Position:
Email:
Date:

Metro Water Central WWTP
Taft McNeal
Biosolids Site Engineer
taft.mcneal@nashville.gov
June 1, 2016

1.

Manufacturer: Enviro-Care
Model:
FSR-1400 DM, three each
Capacity:
Unknown

2.

Year installed:
A four week pilot test was conducted in November 2014. Based on positive results
from the pilot test, three units will be installed and tested in June 2016.

3.

Type of Septage Accepted:
The equipment will be utilized to screen primary sludge and waste activated sludge
from a sewage plant prior to the DAFTs and digesters.

4.

Are there any problems with the equipment handling septage loads that contain
large amounts of rocks?
No. During the pilot test, there were no rocks in the sludge.

5.

How clean/dirty are the screenings?
Unknown.

6.

Any problems with the drum screen? Tearing or plugging? Clogged with grease,
hair, or stringy material?
No. The water pressure was adjusted during startup to achieve sufficient cleaning
of the drum screen.

7.

Is the equipment located in a building or covered? Outdoors? If outdoors, any
issues with corrosion?
One unit will be installed outdoors temporarily until a new facility is constructed.
When the new facility is completed, three units will be installed indoors.

8.

Does the equipment have a hauler access station and Flo-Logic management
software for trucks? If so, how well is it working?
Not applicable.

9.

How easy/difficult is it to use equipment?
Equipment was easy to use during the pilot test.
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10. How often is maintenance typically performed? What type of maintenance is
involved? How long does it take to perform maintenance?
Not applicable.
11. Is there anything that makes maintenance difficult to perform? Hard to access?
Design of equipment?
No.
12. Have there been any problems with the equipment? If so, how often are repairs
needed? Any breakdowns in the equipment?
Not applicable.
13. Other issues? Grease? Odors? Noise?
No. Equipment will include fittings to move odors from the unit enclosure to a
biofilter system.
14. General impression of the equipment? Any specific problems or issues?
None.
15. Any suggestions for improvement in the layout, materials selection, and overall
design of the system?
T. McNeal indicated that the height of the equipment should be considered.
Operations staff members frequently removed panels from the top of the unit to
verify functionality of the drum screen and cleanliness. The new facility will include
elevated walkways to provide access for the operations staff members.
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Name of Facility:
Name:
Position:
Telephone No.:
Email:
Date:

Wanaque Valley Regional Sewer Authority
Gregory White
Executive Director
(973) 831-6658
gw@wvrsa.com
June 2, 2016

1.

Manufacturer: Enviro-Care
Model:
VFA 1200 DM
Capacity:
Unknown

2.

Year installed: 2016

3.

Type of Septage Accepted:
Septic tank, portable toilet and cesspool wastes are accepted. Grease is not
accepted, but occasionally, grease is discharged into the equipment.

4.

How are trucks typically connected to the septage receiving station?
Trucks connect via a four-inch flexible hose.

5.

Are there any problems with the equipment handling septage loads that contain
large amounts of rocks?
No. Equipment is able to handle rocks.

6.

How clean/dirty are the screenings?
Screenings are clean and relatively dry. Screenings are collected in a dumpster.

7.

Any problems with the drum screen? Tearing or plugging? Clogged with grease,
hair, or stringy material?
Occasionally, the drum screen clogs with emulsified grease.

8.

Have there been any problems with the angled lifting vanes in the drum screen
moving solids or large objects to the screen conveyor?
No. The angled lifting vanes in the drum screen are able to move solids or large
objects to the screen conveyor.

9.

Is the equipment located in a building or covered? Outdoors? If outdoors, any
issues with corrosion?
Equipment is located outdoors.
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10. Does the equipment have a hauler access station and Flo-Logic management
software for trucks? If so, how well is it working?
Yes. The hauler access station and Flo-Logic management software are working
well. The hauler access station is accessed via access cards or keypad input
using a specified hauler identification code.
The reporting system is not capable of separating waste loads by hauler. The
waste loads are reported in chronological order, including date, time, hauler and
volume of waste discharged.
11. How easy/difficult is it to use equipment?
Equipment is easy to use.
12. How often is maintenance typically performed? What type of maintenance is
involved? How long does it take to perform maintenance?
Minimal maintenance has been performed since installation in March 2016. The
dumpster for screenings is emptied and cleaned.
13. Is there anything that makes maintenance difficult to perform? Hard to access?
Design of equipment?
No.
14. Have there been any problems with the equipment? If so, how often are repairs
needed? Any breakdowns in the equipment?
No.
15. Other issues? Grease? Odors? Noise?
Occasionally, emulsified grease is discharged into the equipment. Operations staff
members power wash the drum screen or add wood chips to the septage receiving
station to unclog the drum screen, which takes approximately one hour. The wood
chips act as a binding agent to the emulsified grease.
16. General impression of the equipment? Any specific problems or issues?
G. White highly recommends the septage receiving equipment. Equipment
operates well and has exceeded expectations. There are plans to purchase an
additional unit by the end of 2016.
17. Any suggestions for improvement in the layout, materials selection, and overall
design of the system?
None.
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Name of Facility:
Name:
Position:
Email:
Date:

Huntington Sanitary Authority
Scott Kelley
Chief Chemist
skelley@huntingtonsb.com
June 21, 2016

1.

Manufacturer: Enviro-Care
Model:
VFA 1200 DM
Capacity:
1200 gpm

2.

Year installed: 2015

3.

Type of Septage Accepted:
Septic tank, portable toilet and landfill leachate wastes are accepted.

4.

How are trucks typically connected to the septage receiving station?
Trucks connect via a three-inch or four-inch hose.

5.

Are there any problems with the equipment handling septage loads that contain
large amounts of rocks?
No. Occasionally, large rocks enter the equipment and operations staff members
will reverse the operation to remove the rocks.

6.

How clean/dirty are the screenings?
Screenings include rags and trash debris. Screenings are collected in a four cubic
yard container.

7.

Any problems with the drum screen? Tearing or plugging? Clogged with grease,
hair, or stringy material?
No.

8.

Have there been any problems with the angled lifting vanes in the drum screen
moving solids or large objects to the screen conveyor?
No.

9.

Is the equipment located in a building or covered? Outdoors? If outdoors, any
issues with corrosion?
Equipment is located outdoors under a covered structure.

10. Does the equipment have a hauler access station and Flo-Logic management
software for trucks? If so, how well is it working?
Yes. The hauler access station and Flo-Logic management software are working
well.
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11. How easy/difficult is it to use equipment?
Equipment is easy to use.
12. How often is maintenance typically performed? What type of maintenance is
involved? How long does it take to perform maintenance?
Routine maintenance is performed. Equipment is checked each day to ensure
equipment is operating smoothly. Equipment is cleaned each week and lubricated
every two months.
13. Is there anything that makes maintenance difficult to perform? Hard to access?
Design of equipment?
No.
14. Have there been any problems with the equipment? If so, how often are repairs
needed? Any breakdowns in the equipment?
The dewatering compaction zone froze during the winter for an extended period of
time. Operations staff members contacted Enviro-Care for assistance. EnviroCare suggested installing a heater blanket to resolve the issue.
Occasionally, rags will collect at the beginning of the system. Operations staff
members remove rags one to two times per week.
Occasionally, equipment experiences blockage due to large debris passing through
the hose.
15. Other issues? Grease? Odors? Noise?
No.
16. General impression of the equipment? Any specific problems or issues?
Equipment operates well. S. Kelley likes the stainless steel septage receiving
equipment. Prior to installing the septage receiving equipment, S. Kelley
considered several manufacturers. S. Kelley preferred the Enviro-Care septage
receiving equipment.
17. Any suggestions for improvement in the layout, materials selection, and overall
design of the system?
A road drain was installed around the perimeter of the septage discharge area.
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Appendix D
Costs for Septage Receiving Stations

Table D-1
Budgetary Cost Estimate Summary for
Alternative 1 - Lakeside Raptor Septage Acceptance Plant 40 SAP
Item

Quantity

Unit

Unit Price

Subtotal

Total

CAPITAL COSTS
Septage Receiving Equipment
Septage Receiving Equipment Installation
Septage Receiving Facility
Steam Cleaner
Hot Water Tank and Appurtenances

1
1
1
1
1

EA
LS
LS
EA
LS

$303,000
$303,000
$61,000
$61,000
$1,356,000 $1,356,000
$25,000
$25,000
$22,000
$22,000
Subtotal Construction Costs
Contingencies (10%)
Total Construction Costs
Design, Bidding and Construction Services (20%)
Total Capital Costs

$303,000
$61,000
$1,356,000
$25,000
$22,000
$1,767,000
$176,700
$1,943,700
$388,740
$2,332,440

ANNUAL OPERATION & MAINTENANCE COSTS1
Operations and Maintenance Labor2
Misc. Maintenance/Repairs/Replacement3
Steam Cleaning Labor4
Screenings Tipping Fee at Composting Facility5
Screenings Hauling Transport Labor6
Screenings Hauling Truck7
Septage Receiving Facility Power

859
MH
$60
$51,540
1
LS
$1,265
$1,265
24
MH
$60
$1,440
988 TONS
$85
$83,980
208
MH
$60
$12,480
1
LS
$7,110
$7,110
99,182 KWH
$0.39
$38,681
Total Annual Operation & Maintenance Costs
Total Annual Operation & Maintenance Costs per 1,000 Gallons of Septage Discharged

$51,540
$1,265
$1,440
$83,980
$12,480
$7,110
$38,681
$196,496
$82.88

PRESENT WORTH AND ANNUAL COST SUMMARY (20 years at 5% discount rate, no salvage value)
Present Worth Capital Costs
Present Worth Annual O&M Costs (12.4622 factor)
Total Present Worth

$2,332,440
$2,448,780
$4,781,220

Annualized Present Worth Cost (0.0802 factor)
Annualized Present Worth Cost per 1,000 Gallons of Septage Discharged

$383,700
$161.85

Notes:
1. Based on an estimated annual septage volume of 2.4 million gallons.
2. O&M labor manhours were based on 1.5 hours per day for equipment checks and emptying the rock trap;
2.75 hours per week for visual inspections, debris removal, and equipment testing; 2.25 hours per month for
wash down and maintenance; 45 minutes per quarter for flushing the dewatering compartment; 3 hours
semi-annually for lubrication, visual inspections and cleaning; 128.5 hours per year for cleaning the motor fan,
inspection, lubrication and maintenance of septage receiving equipment and facility; and an average of 3.4 hours
per year for replacing equipment parts every 5 to 10 years.
3. Maintenance, repairs, and replacement were based on replacement of rake set ($2,650/set) every 10 years
and an additional $1,000 per year for miscellaneous repairs.
4. Labor manhours were based on 2 hours per month for steam cleaning.
5. Based on an estimated screenings weight of 19 tons per week, assuming a septage solids concentration of
4% and screenings compacted and dewatered to 40% solids.
6. Based on a 2 hour round trip to the composting facility and hauling screenings twice per week.
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Table D-1 (Continued)
Budgetary Cost Estimate Summary for
Alternative 1 - Lakeside Raptor Septage Acceptance Plant 40 SAP

Notes (continued):
7. Screenings hauling truck costs were based on estimated fuel costs, insurance, maintenance, taxes and fees.
Diesel fuel costs were estimated using $4.80 per gallon with a vehicle fuel economy of 6 miles per gallon (mpg).
Insurance costs were estimated as $5,000 per year. Maintenance costs were estimated as $300 per year based
on $3,000 per 10,000 miles. Taxes and fees were estimated as $1,010 per year based on County of Maui Motor
Vehicle Registration Fees and State of Hawaii weight tax.
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Table D-2
Budgetary Cost Estimate Summary for
Alternative 2 - JWC Environmental Honey Monster SRS3235-XE
Item

Quantity

Unit

Unit Price

Subtotal

Total

CAPITAL COSTS
Septage Receiving Equipment
Septage Receiving Equipment Installation
Septage Receiving Facility
Steam Cleaner
Hot Water Tank and Appurtenances

1
1
1
1
1

EA
LS
LS
EA
LS

$185,000
$185,000
$39,000
$39,000
$1,356,000 $1,356,000
$25,000
$25,000
$22,000
$22,000
Subtotal Construction Costs
Contingencies (10%)
Total Construction Costs
Design, Bidding and Construction Services (20%)
Total Capital Costs

$185,000
$39,000
$1,356,000
$25,000
$22,000
$1,627,000
$162,700
$1,789,700
$357,940
$2,147,640

ANNUAL OPERATION & MAINTENANCE COSTS1
Operations and Maintenance Labor2
Misc. Maintenance/Repairs/Replacement3
Steam Cleaning Labor4
Screenings Tipping Fee at Composting Facility5
Screenings Hauling Transport Labor6
Screenings Hauling Truck7
Septage Receiving Facility Power

987
MH
$60
$59,220
1
LS
$7,495
$7,495
24
MH
$60
$1,440
988 TONS
$85
$83,980
208
MH
$60
$12,480
1
LS
$7,110
$7,110
108,954 KWH
$0.39
$42,492
Total Annual Operation & Maintenance Costs
Total Annual Operation & Maintenance Costs per 1,000 Gallons of Septage Discharged

$59,220
$7,495
$1,440
$83,980
$12,480
$7,110
$42,492
$214,217
$90.36

PRESENT WORTH AND ANNUAL COST SUMMARY (20 years at 5% discount rate, no salvage value)
Present Worth Capital Costs
Present Worth Annual O&M Costs (12.4622 factor)
Total Present Worth

$2,147,640
$2,669,610
$4,817,250

Annualized Present Worth Cost (0.0802 factor)
Annualized Present Worth Cost per 1,000 Gallons of Septage Discharged

$386,500
$163.03

Notes:
1. Based on an estimated annual septage volume of 2.4 million gallons.
2. O&M labor manhours were based on 2 hours per day for emptying the rock trap; 1.5 hours per week for visual
inspections and debris removal; 1 hour per month for inspection and wash down; 5 hours per quarter for
inspection and maintenance; 3 hours semi-annually for lubrication, visual inspections, and cleaning; 143 hours
per year for inspection, lubrication, and maintenance of septage receiving equipment and facility equipment;
and an average of 3.1 hours per year for lubrication and replacement of equipment parts every 2 to 5 years.
3. Maintenance, repairs, and replacement were based on replacement of brush ($900) and grinder cutter ($11,100)
every 10 years, replacement of screen ($7,500) every 20 years, and an additional $1,000 per year for
miscellaneous repairs.
4. Labor manhours were based on 2 hours per month for steam cleaning.
5. Based on an estimated screenings weight of 19 tons per week, assuming a septage solids concentration of 4%,
and screenings compacted and dewatered to 40% solids.
6. Based on a 2 hour round trip to the composting facility and hauling screenings twice per week.
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Table D-2 (Continued)
Budgetary Cost Estimate Summary for
Alternative 2 - JWC Environmental Honey Monster SRS3235-XE

Notes (continued):
7. Screenings hauling truck costs were based on estimated fuel costs, insurance, maintenance, taxes and fees.
Diesel fuel costs were estimated using $4.80 per gallon with a vehicle fuel economy of 6 miles per gallon (mpg).
Insurance costs were estimated as $5,000 per year. Maintenance costs were estimated as $300 per year based
on $3,000 per 10,000 miles. Taxes and fees were estimated as $1,010 per year based on County of Maui Motor
Vehicle Registration Fees and State of Hawaii weight tax.
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Table D-3
Budgetary Cost Estimate Summary for
Alternative 3 - Parkson Hycor Helisieve Plus Septage Receiving Station HLS500PSR
Item

Quantity

Unit

Unit Price

Subtotal

Total

CAPITAL COSTS
Septage Receiving Equipment
Septage Receiving Equipment Installation
Septage Receiving Facility
Steam Cleaner
Hot Water Tank and Appurtenances

1
1
1
1
1

EA
LS
LS
EA
LS

$269,000
$269,000
$54,000
$54,000
$1,356,000 $1,356,000
$25,000
$25,000
$22,000
$22,000
Subtotal Construction Costs
Contingencies (10%)
Total Construction Costs
Design, Bidding and Construction Services (20%)
Total Capital Costs

$269,000
$54,000
$1,356,000
$25,000
$22,000
$1,726,000
$172,600
$1,898,600
$379,720
$2,278,320

ANNUAL OPERATION & MAINTENANCE COSTS1
Operations and Maintenance Labor2
Misc. Maintenance/Repairs/Replacement3
Steam Cleaning Labor4
Screenings Tipping Fee at Composting Facility5
Screenings Hauling Transport Labor6
Screenings Hauling Truck7
Septage Receiving Facility Power

1,378
MH
$60
$82,680
1
LS
$3,000
$3,000
24
MH
$60
$1,440
988 TONS
$85
$83,980
208
MH
$60
$12,480
1
LS
$7,110
$7,110
101,137 KWH
$0.39
$39,443
Total Annual Operation & Maintenance Costs
Total Annual Operation & Maintenance Costs per 1,000 Gallons of Septage Discharged

$82,680
$3,000
$1,440
$83,980
$12,480
$7,110
$39,443
$230,133
$97.07

PRESENT WORTH AND ANNUAL COST SUMMARY (20 years at 5% discount rate, no salvage value)
Present Worth Capital Costs
Present Worth Annual O&M Costs (12.4622 factor)
Total Present Worth

$2,278,320
$2,867,970
$5,146,290

Annualized Present Worth Cost (0.0802 factor)
Annualized Present Worth Cost per 1,000 Gallons of Septage Discharged

$413,000
$174.20

Notes:
1. Based on an estimated annual septage volume of 2.4 million gallons.
2. O&M labor manhours were based on 3 hours per day for cleaning, equipment checks, and emptying the rock trap;
1.75 hours per week for visual inspections, debris removal, and cleaning; 3.5 hours per month for inspection and
maintenance; 6 hours semi-annually for inspections and cleaning; 135 hours per year for inspection, lubrication,
cleaning, and maintenance of septage receiving equipment and facility; and an average of 2.4 hours per year for
replacing equipment parts every 5 years.
3. Maintenance, repairs, and replacement were based on replacement of brush ($1,700) each year, replacing wear
bars ($1,000) and scraper ($500) every 5 years and an additional $1,000 per year for miscellaneous repairs.
4. Labor manhours were based on 2 hours per month for steam cleaning.
5. Based on an estimated screenings weight of 19 tons per week, assuming a septage solids concentration of 4%,
and screenings compacted and dewatered to 40% solids.
6. Based on a 2 hour round trip to the composting facility and hauling screenings twice per week.
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Table D-3 (Continued)
Budgetary Cost Estimate Summary for
Alternative 3 - Parkson Hycor Helisieve Plus Septage Receiving Station HLS500PSR

Notes (continued):
7. Screenings hauling truck costs were based on estimated fuel costs, insurance, maintenance, taxes and fees.
Diesel fuel costs were estimated using $4.80 per gallon with a vehicle fuel economy of 6 miles per gallon (mpg).
Insurance costs were estimated as $5,000 per year. Maintenance costs were estimated as $300 per year based
on $3,000 per 10,000 miles. Taxes and fees were estimated as $1,010 per year based on County of Maui Motor
Vehicle Registration Fees and State of Hawaii weight tax.
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Table D-4
Budgetary Cost Estimate Summary for
Alternative 4 - Enviro-Care Flo-Septage Station DM FSR-DM 1000
Item

Quantity

Unit

Unit Price

Subtotal

Total

CAPITAL COSTS
Septage Receiving Equipment
Septage Receiving Equipment Installation
Septage Receiving Facility
Steam Cleaner
Hot Water Tank and Appurtenances
Wash Water Booster Pump System

1
1
1
1
1
1

EA
LS
LS
EA
LS
LS

$404,000
$404,000
$81,000
$81,000
$1,356,000 $1,356,000
$25,000
$25,000
$22,000
$22,000
$36,000
$36,000
Subtotal Construction Costs
Contingencies (10%)
Total Construction Costs
Design, Bidding and Construction Services (20%)
Total Capital Costs

$404,000
$81,000
$1,356,000
$25,000
$22,000
$36,000
$1,924,000
$192,400
$2,116,400
$423,280
$2,539,680

ANNUAL OPERATION & MAINTENANCE COSTS1
Operations and Maintenance Labor2
Misc. Maintenance/Repairs/Replacement3
Steam Cleaning Labor4
Screenings Tipping Fee at Composting Facility5
Screenings Hauling Transport Labor6
Screenings Hauling Truck7
Wash Water Pump Power
Septage Receiving Facility Power

684
MH
$60
$41,040
1
LS
$2,485
$2,485
24
MH
$60
$1,440
988 TONS
$85
$83,980
208
MH
$60
$12,480
1
LS
$7,110
$7,110
7,300 KWH
$0.39
$2,847
103,091 KWH
$0.39
$40,205
Total Annual Operation & Maintenance Costs
Total Annual Operation & Maintenance Costs per 1,000 Gallons of Septage Discharged

$41,040
$2,485
$1,440
$83,980
$12,480
$7,110
$2,847
$40,205
$191,587
$80.81

PRESENT WORTH AND ANNUAL COST SUMMARY (20 years at 5% discount rate, no salvage value)
Present Worth Capital Costs
Present Worth Annual O&M Costs (12.4622 factor)
Total Present Worth

$2,539,680
$2,387,600
$4,927,280

Annualized Present Worth Cost (0.0802 factor)
Annualized Present Worth Cost per 1,000 Gallons of Septage Discharged

$395,400
$166.78

Notes:
1. Based on an estimated annual septage volume of 2.4 million gallons.
2. O&M labor manhours were based on 45 minutes per day for equipment checks; 2.75 hours per week for visual
inspections, debris removal, cleaning, and lubrication; 2 hours per month for inspection and maintenance;
30 minutes per quarter for inspections; 129 hours per year for inspection, lubrication, and maintenance of
septage receiving equipment and facility; and an average of 2 hours per year for replacing equipment parts every
2 to 10 years.
3. Maintenance, repairs, and replacement were based on replacement of cleaning brush ($250) every 2 years,
replacement of upper drive bearing ($5,500), spiral ($5,200), and lower bushing ($395) every 10 years, and an
additional $1,000 per year for miscellaneous repairs.
4. Labor manhours were based on 2 hours per month for steam cleaning.
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Table D-4 (Continued)
Budgetary Cost Estimate Summary for
Alternative 4 - Enviro-Care Flo-Septage Station DM FSR-DM 1000
Notes (continued):
5. Based on an estimated screenings weight of 19 tons per week, assuming a septage solids concentration of 4%,
and screenings compacted and dewatered to 40% solids.
6. Based on a 2 hour round trip to the composting facility and hauling screenings twice per week.
7. Screenings hauling truck costs were based on estimated fuel costs, insurance, maintenance, taxes and fees.
Diesel fuel costs were estimated using $4.80 per gallon with a vehicle fuel economy of 6 miles per gallon (mpg).
Insurance costs were estimated as $5,000 per year. Maintenance costs were estimated as $300 per year based
on $3,000 per 10,000 miles. Taxes and fees were estimated as $1,010 per year based on County of Maui Motor
Vehicle Registration Fees and State of Hawaii weight tax.
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